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ABSTRACT 
This study \Alas initiated in response to the Junior 
Division Review (1985) publ ished by the Ministry of 
Education for the Province of Ontario. 
Curriculum integration is an element used within the 
educational paradigm designed by the Ontario Ministry 
of Education. It is a term frequent1y verbal ized b>' 
educators in this province, but because of 1 imi ted 
resource support regarding this methodology, it was 
open to broad interpretation resulting in an extreme 
v ar i at i on i nit simp 1 eme n tat i on • I n de ed, the Min i s try 
intimated that it was not occurring to any significant 
degree across the province. The objective of this 
thes is was· to define integration in the junior 
classroom and de-:.ign a meas.ur·ement in-:.tr-ument which 
would in turn high 1 i gh t indicators of curriculum 
integration. 
The :.tudy made a prel iminary, field-based survey of 
educa tiona 1 professionals in order to generate a 
relevant description of integrated curr-iculum 
programm i ng as def i ned in the j un i or classroom. The 
description was a compilation of views expressed by a 
j j i 
random selection of teachers, consultants, supervisory 
officers and principals. 
The survey revea 1 ed a much more comprehens i ve vi et·<,l of 
the attributes of integrated programming than tradition 
would dictate and resulted in a functional definition 
tha t was broader than past prac t ices. Based on the 
information generated by this survey, an instrument 
ou t 1 in i ng 
program 
cr iter i a of 
was devised. 
an integrated junior cla~·sroom 
Th i s measuremen t i nstrumen t , 
designed for all levels of educators, was named uThe 
Han~.son I nstrumen t for the Measuremen t of Program 
Integrat ion in the Jun i or Cl assroom". It refl ected 
five categories intrinsic to the me thodol ogy of 
integration: Teacher Behaviour, Student Behaviour, 
Classroom Layout, Cl as~·r oom Environment and 
Progr amm i ng. Each category and the items therein were 
successfully tested in val idi ty and rel iabi 1 i ty checKs. 
Interestingly, the individual class was found to be the 
major variable 
programming in 
in the measuremen t 
the j un i or d i vis i on • 
of 
The 
integrated 
instrument 
demonstrated potential not onl)' a~· an initial measure 
of the degree of integrated curriculum, but as a guide 
to strategies to implement such a methodology. 
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CHAPTER ONE: AN I NTRODUCT I ON 
Intent of the Study 
One methodological concept that the Ontario Ministry of 
Educa t i on supports and encourages is curriculum 
integration. (Curriculum integration is also known as 
interdiscipl inary studies. However, because of the 
more accep ted use of the former term in Canada and 
specifically Ontario, curriculum 
the term used for th i s study.) 
i n t e gr at i on w ill be 
This study deals with 
the formerly undefined nature of this concept, defines 
it more specifically, and develops an instrument with 
which to measure the degree of success to which 
curriculum integration has been implemented into the 
program of the junior classroom. 
A Rationale for the Study 
In order for anyone educational system to adopt a type 
of methodology and achieve a relatively uniform 
outcome, there must be very careful defini tion of terms 
and an equally clear vision of expectations. 
2 
In the mid-1980/s, for example, there wa~. a general 
thrust in Ontario for cooperative learning 
opportunities because of the apparent increased synergy 
and use of language when such a methodology was used. 
Documents and booKs such as Shared Discovery (1985) and 
The Jigsav.) Strategy (1985) clearly set outlines of 
stra teg i e~. and ~.hor t and long-term implementation 
expectations. This a110v..Ied 0.11 levels of educators 
c omp 1 e t e f am i liar i t y wit h t his me t h odo logy. Another 
excellent example of clear guidel ines was from the 
Ministry of Education for Ontario in its Education in 
the Primary and Junior Divisions (1975) and the support 
document, The Formative Years (1975). In both of these 
gu ide 1 i nes, con ten t and genera 1 approaches for those 
e 1 emen tar)' d i 1..; i ~. i on~. were defined, enabl ing the 
educa tor to pursue much more effec t i ve 1 y an area of 
growth which 1, ... Ias an articulat.a-d objective of the 
Ministry. 
Another is~.ue, but much les~. clearly defined, was the 
continuing orientation of the Ministry of Education to 
the concept of integrated curriculum programming. This 
was a methodology that the Ministry of Education had 
support.a-d and encouraged for a number of years. 
However, there was no such parallel document for 
curriculum integration which gave educators and the 
c omm u nit y g u ida n ceo. s t 0 its c h a r act e r i s tic san d w hat 
form it might taKe. 
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This res:.ulted in a lack 0+ implementatic.n throughout 
the province in the junior division classrooms and 
highl ighted the very real need for the es:.tabl i:.hment of 
c I e- ar gu i de 1 i n e s • 
Background to the- Study 
Education, because of its nature, tends to be an 
emergent philosophy, continually altered by community 
ne-e-ds, psychological trends, physiological discovery, 
and swings j n societal structure. These age-nts 
notw i th:.tand i ng, the-re- is a fundamen ta 1 struc ture to 
wh i ch the Ontar i 0 Mi n i stry of Educat i on hoI ds true. 
The mandate of the educational paradigm designed by the 
Ministry is to ensure that e-ach stude-nt i n this 
province is guarante-ed the opportunity to e-xcel at 
his/her own 
cap ab iIi tie- s: .• 
prope-rtie-s 
continuously 
educa tiona 1 
intere-sts, defined by his/her OVJn 
To th i:. end, the- e-ducat i onal 
of curriculum and methodology are 
:.upported and interpreted. When the 
paradigm is in its totality, 
elements of these two properties overlap and complement 
each other and re i nforce the i I" interdependence. The 
former is wha t shou 1 d be taugh t and the 1 a t tel" is how 
it should be taught. 
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Some of the curriculum element'.:. include the cr·eative 
and extensi v·e use of expre'.:.si ve and recept i ve 1 anguage 
ina 1 1 ac adem i c disc i P 1 i n e s ; the use of de IJ e 1 opme n tal 
and sequential learning opportunitie-s in all grade'.:. 
which encourages the natural tran'.:. it i on between 
concrete, representational and abstract learning 
stages; the active- us;·e of the arts to facilitate the 
individual/s expressive abilities. Methodologies used 
to implement these curriculum areas include cooperative 
learning, activity-centred classrooms, process writing, 
and integrated curriculum programming. 1 t i'E. the 
latter that is the focus of this study. 
Integra ted curr i cu 1 urn programm i ng is;. the bacKbone of 
the entire thrust of the Ministry of Education. It is 
evident in all recent tvlinistry guidelines including 
Education in The Primary and ,.Junior Divisions (1975), 
Shared Discovery (1985) and Science In Primary and 
Jun i or Educat i on: A Statement of Direction (1986), 
There i 'E. con t i nuous reference made to the in tegera t ion 
of program. Integration is the glue that holds all of 
1 ear·n i ng toge ther. It i'E. the cathartic agent that 
maKes the applicability of education a logical outcome 
of rigid ,:.tudy of the discipl ines. It is the 1 i v i ng 
interaction that each discipl ine has with the entirety 
of learning. After all, no discipline can exi'E.t 
without the support of another. 
Imagine Chemistry without Mathematics, or 
5 
Natural 
Sc i ence wi thou t Language to descr i be its wonders, or 
Li terature wi thout anyth i ng from the env ironment from 
which to write. 
If given but a moment of thought, curriculum 
integra t ion wou 1 d seem to be a most na tura 1 unifying 
methodological element and something educators IAlould 
use quite naturally because of its obvious reflection 
of the real world. Traditionally, however, the story 
is quite ~ifferent. Formal ized instruction has a long 
history of fragmenting the academic discipl ines along 
narrow 1 ines that bel ie their interdependence. The 
resulting impression is that each discipl ine stands on 
its own, seldom acKnowledging the support of other 
areas. In the school system, the resul t has been a 
tendency to view learning opportunity time slots as a 
time for special izing in each area. 
Busy wi th 
teachers 
comp 1 e t i ng the i r courses 
too often have failed to 
the 
lead 
students to see that the present lesson has a 
definite connection with previous lessons, 
both from th i s teacher and others in 
different discipl ines. 1 
This, of course, brings to mind a tra.ditional school 
experience, wherein every forty minutes was a new 
academic class, fragmented from the previous one. The 
relevancy and applicability of many of these classes 
were lost on the enquiring mind. 
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In Ontario, ever- :-ince the pivotal report, Living and 
Learning (1968) and the definitive Education in the 
Primary and Junior D i I) i :- i on:. (1975), e 1 emen tar-y 
school:., and particularly the primary division:. of 
tho:.e school:., have endeavoured to integrate their 
curriculum. There was a comparative ease in the 
primary division· because of 
supported 
through 
by 
their 
research, 
play. 
tha t 
an intrinsic philo:-ophy, 
young children learned 
Piaget-'s stage:- of cognitive 
deve 1 opmen t , and descr j p t i on of the capab iIi ties of 
children at different ages had been well documented and 
strategies for effective teacher interaction had been 
outl ined in studies such as Observing Children (a part 
of the Toronto Observation Project, 1980). 
However, change in the Junior division was slow. There 
was a view in this division that children learned 
through the i r work. Wor-K wa:- per-ce i ved a:- paper and 
penc i I 
Indeed, 
Division 
ac t i vi ties and d i v i ded along subj ec t 1 i nes. 
the Ministr-y of Education, in its ,Junior-
RevielIJ Report (1985), found that in les:- than 
the junior gr-ade cla:.:.e:- that it reviewed wa:-
currriculum consistently integrated. The Ministry 
con t i nued to repor t that more than 75~'= of the school s 
revietIJed treated :-ubject areas as separate entities. 
"Planned integration and bridging of learning 
exper i ences across d i:.c i pI i ne 
frequently ob:.erved."2 
1 i nes were le:.s 
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In a final note, the Ministry observes that the 
teaching of subjects at particular times during the day 
was noted regularly in the junior division. 
With biting wit, a superintendent in southern Ontario 
commented: 
Very early children learn that the dominant 
element in the control of their school lives 
is not their curiosity or their progress into 
the wonderful world of knowledge or being 
able to learn. Rather it is the clocK for it 
has been ordained that at a certain time the 
cla:.:. I,<Ji11 stop "doing art" and "do creative 
writing", This is excellent training for the 
day when this per:.on will be told to stop 
produc i ng bol ts and turn ou t some nu ts for 
awh i 1 e. 3 
Statement of the Problem 
In the Junior Division Review (1985), the Ministry of 
Education stated that there was a reluctance on the 
par t of junior teachers to implement integrated 
programming in their classrooms. It is the position of 
this paper that this reluctance and its resulting 
deviance from the objectives of the Ontario Ministry of 
Education have :.temmed from a lack of specific re:·ource 
material. Indeed, the Ministry of Education itself, 
a 1 though i t :.upport:. the concept of curriculum 
integration, has compara t i ve 1 y little resource 
information on what it is and what characteristics 
would effectively describe it. Without specific 
gu i de lines, there can only be confusion over the 
characteristics of curriculum integration. 
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The cor-oll ar-y to th i sis the appar-ent confusi on over-
what to 1001< for- when tr-ying to identify a classr-oom 
that uses cur-r-iculum integr-ation. 
The mandate set for-th by this thesis is, ther-efor-e, to 
functionally define cur-r-iculum pr-ogr-am integr-ation as 
it r-elates to the junior- classr-oom, and itemize 
specific cr-iter-ia with which to i den t i fy such a 
pr-ogram. 
Assumptions and Limitations 
It must be emphasized at the outset that this thesis is 
and can only be an initial, ground-br-eaking study. 
Wh i 1 e be i ng both r-eal i st i c and pragmat i c, the study 
mu:.t be exploratory in natur-e. The study will set 
guideJ ines and i ndi catoe dir-ection in r-egar-d:. to 
cur-riculum integr-ation in the junior- gr-ades. It will 
yield consider-able assi:·tance to the educator- whether 
is wor-king as a classr-oom teacher- or- in a 
supervisor-y r-ole. It will assume that the practising 
educa tor- is one of the best sour-ces of obta in i ng da ta 
regarding educational issues and characteristics. The 
study will use th is significant r-esource a:. a 
founda t i on for- its exp 1 or-a t i on. It wi 1 1, be c au se of 
its ver-y char-ac ter-, be a sour-ce of ideas for- fur ther 
study. 
Ref~~enc~s fo~ Chapte~ One 
1. John Flynn, "Lea~ning", Onta~io Teache~s' 
Fede~ation Committ~e on Inteo~ation of Total 
School P~og~am. K-13: A Report, 1973, 
p. 11. 
2. Minist~y of Education fo~ the P~ovince of Onta~io, 
"Education In The Junio~ Division: A LooK At 
42 Schools", P~ovinclal Review Reoort No.5, 
1985, p. 6. 
3. F 1 yn n, 00. C 1 t ., p. 11. 
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CHAPTER TWO: A LITERATURE REVI EW 
It is not the purpose of th i s paper to extoll the 
virtues of integrated curriculum programming. That job 
has been well done by other authors. Nor i:. it 
possible to provide references to past assessment 
techniques in this area since no examples have been 
documented. Rather, this chapter provides a brief 
1 i terary overv i etl..l of curriculum integrati'~n as 
described by other educators. Such an 
reflecting the worth that others have put on integrated 
curriculum programming is helpful in establ ishing a 
framework from which to generate functional 
definition of integration and to itemize criteria for 
the accurate identification of such a program. 
As in many things philosophical, each person sees truth 
ina sClmewha t d i fferen t manner. It has already been 
stated that descriptions of integrated programming in 
literature were varied. Descriptions have been 
subjective and articulated in language that was highly 
subject to interpretation. 
1 1 
Defining curr'iculum integration to the s·atisfaction of 
all (",as a herculean task especially I)Jnen criteria had 
not been firmly establ ished. 
However, there I).Jere premises that were adhered to by 
some au thors. Almost fort>' years ago, Ralph Tyler 
( 1949) categorically stated that education was an 
accumulation of learning and in order to produce that 
cumu 1 at i 'h? effect, learning experiences must be 
organ i zed in such a way as to re i nforce each other. 
Such a horizontal organization of subjects would resul t 
in the learner attaining a perspective of greater 
unity. Narrow, compartmental ized learning was the 
result if no relationship between discipl ines was made 
c 1 ear. 
Tyler continued to articulate three criteria which 
described his organizing principle for effective 
learning. The criteria were continuity, sequence and 
subject i ntegrat i on. Continuity was the consistent 
reiteration bett.<Jeen grade:.; sequence was the building 
up of experiences; subj ec t i n t e gr at i on was the 
hoI'" i zon ta 1 interrelationship of curriculum I)Jhich 
provided a unified view for the student. 
This view that fragmented academic discipl ines go 
against the dynamics of real ity is present in the 
I..\lritings of mos.t proponents of subject integration. 
Mar tin Le \! itt (1971) said that apart from a few 
12 
exceptions, most ener-gies and event:. in the wor-ld ar-e 
inter-dependent and continuous wi th each other- from 
r-e 1 i g i on and sex to the sun and food technology. The 
ver-y ar-ticulate Louise 8er-man (1968) restates the same 
concept somewhat mor-e del icately: 
No man can 1 ive on this planet independent of 
his fellowmen. The complexity of modern 1 ife 
demands spec i al i zat i on and consequent 
interdependence such as we have never known 
before. 
This means two thing:.: (1) Man must learn 
to respect the development of fields of 
knowl edge wh i ch demand expel'" t i se tha t a 
single individual may not possess; and (2) 
man must work in interdiscipi inary approaches 
on problems needing such an approach. 1 
Berman, quite rightly, perceives a complicating .factor 
in Knol'-'ledge in that in the moder-n world it is 
incr-easingly fragmented. For-mer- 1 y l,-,e 11 establ ished 
fields of study have been divided and subdivided making 
interrelation:.hips unclear. Th i:. i:. probl emat i c for 
children because so much of what children need to know 
is interdiscipl inar)' in nature. 
Thu:., realizing that children/s knov.!ledge is naturally 
integrated, educators have attempted to define l,-,hat 
integrated progr-amming is. I n a 1 973 I'" e p or- t , the 
Ontar-io Teachers/ Feder-ation stated that integrated 
cur-r-iculum was: 
character-ized by learning which is 
synthesized acr-oss tr-aditional subject ines 
and lear-ning exper-iences l'-'hich are ar-r-anged 
in order- to be mutually r-einfor-cing. 2 
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John Flynn (1973) extends that description by 
stating that in such an educational format: 
••• the aim is not mastery of sKill'E in one 
area for the saKe of producing another useful 
special ist. Rather the aim is to lead the 
learner to ma':-ter ,:-kil1s so that he might 
better utilize all his other learnings, gain 
a greater appreciation of Knowledge and man/s 
particular mission to enlarge its compass, 
and leave him motivated to continue his 
endeavours ~opefully beyond the points 
reached by the teacher. 3 
Richard Pr i ng (1973) repor ts tha t those who suppor t 
curriculum integration bel ie-'Je that knowle-dge has a 
degree of ove-ra 11 un i ty. The resu 1 tis tha t anyone 
proposition or conce-pt cannot be fully understood 
without a networK of references to an entire system of 
concepts. Furthermore-, different discipl ines, although 
having clear and distinc.t boundaries, do intera.:t and 
it is this interaction that needs to be made explicit 
in the curriculum as a whole. 
In actuality, it i,:- Pring/'E- viev.) which ha'E. the mc.st 
acceptance- in the Ontario educational system wherein 
the general integration of Knowledge across the 
complete curriculum is the objective, at lea-:-t for the 
elementar-y panel. In a I ike manner-, educators like 
Mazurek (1980) and Berman (1977) continuously describe 
lear-ning as a total ity of Knowledge. The totality i,:-
the sum of many par ts and the par- ts are the sub-un its 
of Knowledge, or individual subject discipl ines. While 
the sub-units each has an individual essence, there is 
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a continuous interrelationship wi th the total i ty of 
knolJ,1l edge and, therefore, with all clther :.ub-un its. 
MazureK even suggests that the total i ty of KnolAil edge 
con:.ists of the total of the individual di:.cipl ines 
plus the inter-relationships of these units. Th is, of 
course, would make the total ity of knowledge more than 
just the sum of its parts. 
Such an educa tiona 1 ph i lo:.ophy wou 1 d make educa t i on a 
un it and not a ser i es of 1 esson:.. Learn i ng wou 1 d 
become a continuou:. experience to which there would be 
no end and the development of the whole individual 
would be achieved by maximizing the employment of all 
available resources. 4 
Psychologically, the concept of subject integration 
makes a good deal of sense. Both Pi age t and Bruner 
have demonstrated that ch i 1 dr-en learn from their 
experience. Piaget identified two learning concepts, 
a:.simi 1 at i cln and accommodat i on. In assimilation, a 
child incorporates a new stimulus into an already 
existing concept (schemata). In accommodation the 
child modifies the existing schemata in order to 
incorporate new data. In a 1 ike manner, Bruner stated 
that children base all new learning on former relevant 
experiences which then yield a modified but more 
complete concept. ~10reover, the studen t uses his/her 
knowledge as the foundation for the acquisition of new 
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knovJl edge. In our Ontario school system we haue 
accepted Bruner/s view and identified the importance of 
exper i ences the studen t br i ngs to the c 1 assr'oom from 
his/her unique background, and we haue encouraged 
teachers to cap ita 1 i ze on those exper i ences. It is 
significant to bear in mind, then, that experiences are 
not 1 i mit edt 0 IAI h.a toe cur sin the h om e 0 r c omm u nib' 
environment, but also what occurs in other school 
experiences. Based on such accep ted theory, it wou 1 d 
prove wo~thwhile to the practise of education: 
to make provision in the curriculum for the 
inter-1 ink in g of the vari ous 
di sc i pI i ne~· ••• aimed at the acquisition of 
knowledge t hat has uni ty in i t~. 
interconnected diversity. 5 
Other al.Jthors are certainly avJare that a full-scale 
implementation of an integrated curriculum would change 
the very structure of our educational system. The long 
term obj ec t i ve;· of true horizontally integrated 
curriculum are such that they would stand contemporary 
educat i on c,n its end. I t would essentially 
re ... I01utionize not only the process of education but 
make the end result much more sophisticated. Louise 
Berman (1977) ;.uggests that there are two worlds in 
educa t i on, the inner wor 1 d of the ch i 1 d and the ou ter 
wor 1 d of real i ty. School programs should be formed to 
cater to both l.\lorlds. The interrelation;.hips of the 
knol.\!ledge;. of the tt,vo worlds should be ~.tressed in 
order that anyone deal i ng wi th knowl edge perce i ',ies it 
an ac t i v i ty involving memory, creativity 
16 
"Ol.nd 
involvement. In e.9.ch school, teaching staff with 
various areas of expertise should be encouraged to work 
together. 
In a ~"imilar vein, Pamela Perry writing in II TOI/.Jards 
Integration" ( 1 983) , states that for the student, 
integrated curriculum would mean that barriers between 
subject areas would dissolve. Communication ski 1 1s 
(I anguage, ma thema tics, ar ts) the purpose of wh i ch i~" 
to in terpre t da ta from the en~.J i ronmen t, wou 1 d not be 
confined to the narrow study of those three areas; 
rather, these skills would be applicable, and indeed, 
essential to the exploration of all other subject 
discipl ine~. 
studie~"). 
pictorially 
Curriculum). 
(known collectively as 
Hansson displays these 
env i ronmental 
reI at i onsh i p~" 
(see Fig. One: Hansson ," s Vi eVJ of 
Sc hm i d t ( 1 985) 
Hansson is 
who states 
indirectly supported by 
that in thi~" way, newly 
acquired skills in communications may allow elementary 
teachers to allocate time to cIJrricu1ar areas without 
necessarily neglecting skill deve 1 opmen t .6 Pamela 
Perry alsct suggest~" that the student'·s school )'"ear 
might be composed of thematic uni ts as opposed to more 
traditional course organization. This thematic 
approach is supported b>' Hedges and tvlartinell0 in the 
book Fee 1 i no, Va 1 u i nq and the Ar t of GrolAti no: Ins i oh t"E. 
Into the Affectif . .Je (1977), Like Perry, Hedges and 
EN"JI;l.Q1;:H:::T;'L STuDII:S -i::<-------------~) CONNU;/IC;'TION 
c.c .. 19(;2 
Fig. One: 
:'riUCUAGE MATHH1ATICS 
F.!:CEPTIVE 
EXPRESSIVE 
Hansson/s View o~ Curriculum 
- The Integrated Approach 
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Martinello s.uggest that basic skills a.s \"'.11211 as the 
proces.sing attributes of the student can be de ..... eloped 
by teac:) i ng from themes .. The authors bel i e'.)e that any 
topic can be selected and al 1 learnings in each and all 
of the tradi tional curriculum areas can be found. Such 
programming pro ..... ides 
closely reflects the 
cognition and affect 
experiences. 
in-school 
natural 
found 
learning that more 
interrelationship of 
in non forma 1 learning 
While not dealing specifically with themes, J. A. 
G j bbons. ( 1979) expands on the description of the 
concept of curriculum integration by presenting a 
picture of two clearly separate yet interactive domains 
(subject areas). Gibbons states that one domain must 
be the domain in which the enq'Jiry or question is 
posed. The concepts of this one domain of enquiry are 
changed or modified in order that they be subject to a 
natural combination with the con c e p t '=, of another 
domain, !..<.!hich he refers to as the instrumental domain. 
The combination of these two domains yields a forum for 
interactive problem-solving. An obu i ous exampl e is 
physics and mathematics where the concepts of both 
domai ns are modified so tha t they readily work 
together. 
In studies performed by Schmidt et ala (1985), the 
res,earchers maintained that it mu;.t be the teacher/s 
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expressed intent to combine discipl ines tha.t defines 
curriculum integration. The mere presence of other 
disciplines does not define an integrated activity. 
They did not, however, even in their own :.tudy, 
describe in a complete sense what form that integration 
took. 
For the teacher, s/he will pre:.ent "a new curricular 
experience to the learner" and will guide "that learner 
into full appreciation of the relationship of that 
exper i ence to the IAlhol e fie I d 
encoun teredD .7 Th is wi I I maKe 
an "educator" and not merely a 
elf Know! edge 
the giver of 
"special ist". 
hitherto 
K n olAd edge 
It (J..Iill 
also add to the professional responsibi Ii ty of the 
teacher to del iver the curriculum in a pragmatic, 
balanced manner. Wh i 1 e actively seeKing the 
overlapping of discipl ines, the teacher must ensure the 
integrity of individual knowledges. Berman (1968), a 
strong proponent of integrated curriculum, warns that 
there are times when the areas of interrelationship are 
:;·0 insignificant that the common dimensions of 
knowl edge are not c I ear 1 y :.een. At other times 
Knowledge is so broad that to see the individual ity of 
its sub-un it:· i:. difficult. Strategies must be 
developed in education IJ..lhich enable the perception of 
knowledge both in its separateness and ts 
interrelatedness. 
Befor-e one 
objective. 
can act one 
Only then 
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must have a clear- vision or-
can one design str-ategies in 
or-der- to tr-ansfor-m an abstr-act concept into concr-ete 
r-eal ity. The pr-eceding descr-iptions by educator-s wer-e 
visions indeed. They articulated the general intent of 
how they saw cur-r-iculum integration as an educational 
methodology. In suppor-t of these efforts, th i s study 
will functionally define integr-ated cur-r-iculum and 
identify specific cr-iter-ia in or-der- to facil itate 
effective implementation of integr-ated pr-ogram. 
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CHAPTER THREE: INSTRUMENTATION 
Definino Inteorated Curriculum Programming 
The mandate of thi~. stud>' wa~. to de~.ign an instrument 
which measured the degree of implementation of 
integrated curriculum programming in a junior classroom 
in Ontario by assessing specific criteria regarding 
such a program. To acc:omp 1 ish th i s· ta~.K, genera 11)" 
accepted criteria, which were manifestations of an 
in tegr·a ted j un i or c I as.~.room, were requ ired. In order 
to actualize :·u ch criteria, a preliminary yet 
cClmprehens i ve des.cr· i p t i on of :.uch a c I a~·sroom wou I d 
have to be genera ted in order to crea te a func tiona 1 
definition of what the instrument was analyzing. There 
were, therefore, two steps to the design of this 
i n~.trumen t: the ar t i cu I at i cln of what curr'iculum 
integration is (functionally) and the itemization of 
specific cri teria which characterize such a program. 
The study chose a field-based method in order to reach 
the first of these two objectives. 
In the field-based study, four types of educators, 
.... .IOrK i n g in ~.chool ~.ystem~. , selected. They 
refl ected the foIl clAli ng areas: teachers, consu 1 tan ts, 
principals, and supervisory officers. 
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Three individuals from each category and from a variety 
of educational juri~.dictions in south-central Ontario 
' .... ere contacted and a':;ked to complete a questionnaire 
(see Appendix One), The que~.tionnaire wa~. straight 
forward and contained only two questions. 
The 
l)Please describe what an integrated 
programming approach in grade four(4) to 
grade six(6) means to you. 
2)PI ease list the aspects of such an 
integrated program that you would look for in 
a classroom. 
questions were purposely direct in order to 
encourage the respondent to describe the i s~·ue as 
broadl y or narrow! y as they saw fit. It was thought 
that question one would serve primarily as a tool with 
which to generate a functional definition of integrated 
programming and question two would serve primarily as a 
tool with IAlhich to generate criteria for an instrument 
with which to measure integrated programming. The 
quest ions (Nere, of course, interdependent and 
information obtained from one question could be used in 
the other category. 
Results of Question One 
The respondents were very articulate and comprehensive 
in their repl ies. They reflected a professional 
concern and exper t i se over both the ph I I o~.ophy of the 
integrated program and the identifiable attributes with 
which to define it. Surprisingly, however, each 
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educator- consistently de-:.cr- i bed a concept that 
enveloped a number- of methodologies whose sum was what 
they per-ceived a-:· integr-ated cur-r-iculum pr·ogr-amming. 
It is the compilation and synthesis of their- r-esponses 
that maKe up the wor-King definition that this -:.tudy 
uses. 
Accor-ding to the r-espondents, integr-ated cur-r-iculum 
pr-ogr-amm i ng in the j un i or- class is the in terp I ay of 
child-centr-ed progr-amming, cur-r-iculum content, and 
teacher behaviour-. Each one of these thr-ee components 
consi-:.ts of severa 1 su b-:.e t s wh o-:·e sum -:.erves to 
describe that category (see Figur-e Two: Components of 
Integrated Curriculum in the Junior Class). 
a)The child-centr-ed component: The 
identified active learning a-:. essential. 
r-espondents 
Be c au -:·e c,;: 
the great deal of student mobil ity, classr-oom layout 
must be flexible a-:· students will be =·een to move 
fr-equently and continuously as they travel between 
fir-st one activity centr-e and another-, or the Libr-ar-y, 
or a ~.Iar-iety of I..vor-K ar-eas i.e., the hall an emp ty 
classr-oom, the office, differ-ent worK ar-eas within the 
classroom). This mobility will, of cour-se, pr-omote a 
good deal of student inter-action thr-ough activities 
that r-equir-e cooperative lear-ning and sharing of data. 
Program ownership 
students have in 
i=. manifested in the 
planning activities, 
role 
peer-
the 
and 
Ac t j ve 
Learning 
l 
Class 
Layout 
I 
Ownership 
I 
Child-Centred Programming 
Interaction 
of 
Environmental 
Studies 
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Fig. Two: Components of Integrated Curriculum in the 
Junior Class. 
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se 1 f-e'Ja 1 ua t i on, and the respons i b i 1 i ty they assume in 
self-discipl ine, record-Keeping, and time-management. 
Such a program also places increasing responsibil i ty on 
the students for their own learning, as well as that of 
their peers (because of the high degree of interaction 
and interdependence). 
b)The curl'" i cul urn content component: The respon den ts 
clearlY stated that there must be a balance between all 
curr i cu 1 um disc i P 1 i nes. They also aff i rmed that the 
process of 1 earn j ng is emphas i zed in the integra ted 
classroom. There is extensive development of~sKills in 
problem-solving, researching, organizing and presenting 
(reporting) of ideas to peers, as we 11 as the 
development ~f 1 ife sKills which support the individual 
and the ·group. 
Environmental subject areas are actual ized through the 
communication sK i 11 s which consist of Language, 
Mathematics and the Arts. As described in Chapter Two, 
the Hansson~s View to Curriculum (see Figure One), 
developed in 1982, graphically reflects this concept 
where i n Env i ronmen ta 1 Stud i es is the sum of all da ta 
and Communication i s the sum of all me thods of 
communicating that data. 
Curriculum content is taught developmentally, from the 
concrete to the abstract experience in the 
resource-based 1 earn i ng env i ronmen t wh i eh prov i des a 
wide var-iety of primar-y and 
mater-ials. These mater-ials 
secondar-y 
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lear-ning 
ar-e r- e 1 e I.) an t , and 
sufficiently var-ied as to challenge the lear-ner- in 
several differ-ent ways and at sever-a! differ-ent levels. 
The mater-ials pr-omote manipulation, r-eflection and 
experimentation. Mor-eover-, integr-ated ac t i v i ties 
encour-age the different mater-ials to ser-ve mor-e than 
one pur pose. Th i sin tur-n re i nfor-ces one aspect of 
1 earn i ng through another-. Resour-ces such as new bu t 
existing .technologies I iKe data bases and computer 
networKing via modems ar-e used in increasing fr-equency. 
c)The teacher behaviour component: The respondents 
state that a teacher uses long-ter-m planning in the 
integrated cur-r-iculum in order that themes build upon 
each other in a meaningful ( • .Iay. The divergence of 
curr-icuJum discipl ines is evidenced by activity centr-es 
and displays which reflect more than one subject ar-ea. 
The teacher ensur-es small and Jar-ge group lear-ning 
activities, accommodating the var-ious lear-ning styles 
of the students .• In this continuing effort to 
i n d i v i d u ali z e apr 0 gram as m u c has i s f e as· i b 1 e, the 
teacher- uses observation as part of the standard 
eva 1 ua t i on techn i ques as we II as other for-ma t i ve and 
summat i ve procedur-es.. Such a teacher becomes 
essentially a facilitator, a coor-dinator and a student 
of human development. 
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The functional definition de()eloped by this. s.tudy is 
the following: Integrated curriculum programming in 
the junior class is. the result of the interdependent 
interaction of content, child-centred dynamics and 
teacher behaviour in a curriculum where all 
communication skills are interpreters of all data (see 
Fig. Two: Components of Integrated Curriculum), 
The Hansson Instru~ent for the Measurement of 
Integrated Curriculum for the Junior Grades 
Now tha t a funct i onal definition had developed, 
characteristics of that definition as identified in 
question two of the survey could be synthesized to form 
an j nstrumen t. 
The re~.ponses from ques.t i on two of the survey compared 
to question one were paradoxically diverse yet very 
simi 1 ar. They were diverse in that the responses 
tended to ref 1 ec t the pI'" i or it i es of the j nd i vi dua 1 
respondent as to what they would expect to observe in a 
j un i or classroom with an integra ted curl'" j cu 1 um. The 
respons.es were s i mil ar in tha t ther'e IAlas a recurr' j ng 
theme that integrated curriculum was more than the 
s.trict interrelationship of content. I t was. the 
interaction of the threE!' component areas already 
identified. The respondents described in detai 1 
classroom manifestations which these three component 
parts generated. Thes.e manifestations or items were 
classified into five general categories: 
Teacher Behaviour 
Student Behaviour 
Classroom Layout 
Classroom Environment 
Programm i ng. 
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a) Teacher Behav i our: Respondents fel t that teacher-
behaviour was an obsert)able element in identifying an 
integrated curriculum. Items such as planning, 
evaluation, and personal style were cited. 
b) Student Behaviour: The manner in which students 
behaved in the classroom was an observable element 
which would lead, in part, to a comprehensive picture 
of a classroom with integrated curriculum. I tems such 
as independence, child-centredness, interaction, 
planning and evaluation were cited. Respondents were 
aware that student behaviour (I.}as the outcome of many 
elements but were unanimously adamant that this was the 
true test of an integrated curriculum approach. 
c) Classroom Layout: While this may at first seem 
unrelated to the topic at hand, the respondents felt 
that a certain kind of ergonomic organization was 
necessary to accommodate an integrated approach as 
defined by categories a, b, d, and e. 
d) Classroom environment: Displays of student work, 
student records, 1 earn i ng centres, and commun i ty input 
into the programme were cited as indicators of 
integrated curriculum in this area. 
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e) Programming: This category stressed the interaction 
of content and methodology such as student groupings, 
language across the curriculum, and types of evaluation 
as item~ to be measured in curriculum integration •• 
All the questionnaires from the field-based study were 
rece i ved and rev i ewed before any pre-concep t i on as to 
wha t form the an~.l ys is was to taKe was es t ab 1 i shed. 
Th is was done to ensure the most comp 1 e te i npu t from 
the respondents as opposed to the subjective 
percep t ions of one wr iter. I t was also n ec e~.sary to 
review all questionnaires before a functional 
definition of integrated curriculum programming in the 
junior classroom could be generated. 
All comments from the respondents were initially 
accep ted and recorded. 
fa i rness of the survey. 
Th i s was aga into ensure the 
As comments were repeated by 
succeed i ng responden ts, those 
additional weighting factor. 
e1 ements that were cited by 
would be retained for the 
commen ts were given an 
It had been decided that 
70% of the responden ts 
i nstrumen t. Other 1 ess 
frequently cited comments would be e1 iminated from the 
instrument as not being sufficiently global for the 
purposes at hand. In real i ty, comments that were 
discarded were isolated responses occurring only once 
or twice. 
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The accepted responses were restated in order to serve 
as items for the instrument and placed appropriately in 
the instrument,· 
To each instrument item was added a ~.c ale for the 
measurement of the presence of that item in the 
classroom. The scale had four points. 
a) Not Observable (N/O): The selection of N/O on the 
instrument would indicate that the specific item wa~. 
not observable because of some extraordinary factor 
which prevented the observation. 
b) 1: The se 1 ec t i on of the number 1 on the survey 
would indicate that there was 1 ittle or no evidence of 
the item in the classroom. 
c) 3: The selection of the number 3 on the survey 
would indicate that there was an average degree of 
evidence of the item in the classroom. 
d) 5: The se 1 ec t i on of the number 5 on the survey 
would indicate that there was a high degree of evidence 
of the item in the classroom. 
It was decided that the scale have only three numeric 
points for a very pragmatic reason. The author wished 
to make this. a usable survey (.oJhere in people in 
disparate parts of this province could employ it. It 
was an assumption by the author that with too many 
degrees on a scale, objective observations would tend 
to acquire a subjectivity which would inhibit the power 
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of comparisons between different observers. Therefore 
a sca 1 e wi th limited choices INas identified as 
preferable. Numbers 1, 3 and 5 were selected in order 
to underscore to the marker the difference in qua 1 i ty 
between "1 ittle", lIaverage" and "a great deal ll • It was 
felt, again by the author, tha t d i rec t 1 y sequenced 
numbers. (such as 1, 2, 3) would not emphasize thi~. 
sufficiently. 
Please see Appendix Two for the complete Hansson Survey 
of Curriculum Integration for the Junior Classroom. 
CHAPTER FOUR: THE PROCEDURES 
The survey was repeatedly piloted informally through 
reviews and actual classroom implementations by a group 
of four principals until a form which was acceptable to 
the author and the pilot group was achieved. Th i so-
final form was the one which was submitted for val idi ty 
and reI iabil ity checks. 
Val idation of the Survey 
In order to test for validity, the instrument was 
distributed to forty-five educational professionals. 
These professionals were evenly representative of 
three groups (f i f teen per group): teachers of junior 
gr ade s , c on ~-u 1 tan t sari d p r inc i pal so- . Each perso-on was 
asKed to read the survey and commen t on four general 
areas for each of the five categories. 
for comment were: 
The fc.ur areas 
a) the clarity of each que-=:-tion as to it:-
intent; 
b) appropriateness of the category placement 
for the items; 
c) duplication of item-=:- in the same category; 
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d) the effectiveness of the item in measuring 
curriculum integration as defined by the instrument. 
There was also a place for the val idators to comment on 
the procedural instruct ions of the i nstrumen t. The 
val idators did not have to apply the instrument, merely 
critique it. 
It was imperative that as part of the val idation, the 
validator accept the definition of curriculum 
integration as defined by the thesis. Th e de fin i t i on 
was, therefore, outl ined at the beginning of each 
val ida t i on package. (Pl ease refer to Append i x 3 for a 
complete view to the makeup of the val idation package.) 
Rel jabj1 ity of the Survey 
Perhaps the most arduous, yet by far the most 
interest i ng, of a 11 the phases of the deve 1 opmen t of 
the survey was the test for re1 iabi] ity. It was 
imperative that the test be used by any number of 
observers and that there be general agreement in their 
results when they observed the same events. 
In order to implement a rel iabil ity test for the 
Hansson Ins trumen t , a team of observers was formed. 
The team consisted of two junior teachers (one male and 
one female> currently working in the educational field 
and one re tired j un i or teacher (-hma 1 e) • No specific 
training period was provided in order to avoid a 
prejudicing effect on potential results. There were, 
hmvever, two tr i a I observa t ions carr i ed ou t before the 
formal reI i ab 1 i b' te~.ts began. This provided 
clarification as to the manner in which the rel ia.bi 1 i ty 
test was to take pl ace and to accustom the raters to 
working together. 
Five of each of the three junior grades (grades four to 
six inclusive) for a total of fifteen junior classrooms 
were contacted as forums for the reliability te-s:.ts. 
The classrooms were in five different-sized schools and 
the schools were in three different urban boards in the 
Metropol i tan Toronto vicinity. It is important to note 
that the classrooms ~vere randomly chosen and would, 
hopefully, refiect a cross-section of clas·sroom-s:. in the 
te~.t area. 
The format of the rel iabi! ity observations was simple. 
The three observers or raters v,loul d observe the sa.me 
ins t rum en tea t ego r yin a c I a~·~· room, a t the sam e tim e 
for twenty minutes, rest for five minutes, and proceed 
\lJith the next category for the s·.:<.me prescribed amount 
of time. This continued until all five instrument 
categories had been observed for that class. The 
raters recorded their measurements during the 
observation of the dynamics. of the clas~., not after. 
There v,las no ins truc t i on ou t I i ned as to where they 
should sit, or whether they should move around the 
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classroom. At the termination of the observation, the 
observers thanked the i r host teacher and mo,)ed c,n to 
the next class. 
CHAPTER FIVE: THE RESULTS 
Validation Resul ts 
An analysis of variance examined the responses of the 
fifteen teachers, fifteen consultants and fifteen 
principals for a total of forty-five raters. The 
val idation procedure had twen ty-tl,,'O items (four 
questions in each of five categories plus two questions 
in the ing.tructiong. - see Appendix Three: 1...) a I ida t i on 
Package for the Hansson Instrument). There was a total 
of 990 items which the forty-five raters were asked to 
respond to by an~·l;..ler i ng aff irma t i ve I >' or nega t i ~}e I y. 
Affirmatively meant that the respondent agreed with the 
instrument item. There wer~ 873 affirmative responses 
for a tota I of 88. ZI. agreemen t with the in ten t and the 
wording of the instrlJment. Negative responses were 
random, ~.hl~~o,J i ng no cons i ·:.tenc>' in an)-' one area .. 
An analysis of variance examined the difference between 
the respe.:t i ~}e responses of the three types of raters 
(teacherg., principals, cong.ultants). There !"·Ja.~. found 
to be no variation among the three groups. Regardless 
of job description, all raters consistently agreed with 
each other on the val idity of the 
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Instrument (see Table One: Ana J y~. is of \)ar i ance of 
Teachers, Principals, and Consultants). 
In their c ommen t:., responden ts fOI.Jnd the surv e>~ 
thought-provoKing and relevant. Interestingly, many of 
the r eo s p 0 n d eo n t s sp e c i f i cally not eo d t hat the y \JJ e 1 c om eo d 
the instrument as a statement on the cri teria of 
curriculum integration in the junior classroom. 
Rel i abi 1 i ty Re~.ui ts 
There were severa 1 th i ngs the au thor wished to exam i ne 
with the raw data that had been collected by the three 
raters and the fifteen observations: 
a) the degree of agreemen t among the three 
raters which would indicate relia.bility of 
the instrument; 
b) the effect that grade woul d have on the 
resul ts; 
c) the effect that individual question items 
had on the measure of curriculum integration; 
d) the effect that individual categories had 
on the measure of integration; 
e) the degree of cross-correlation o-f 
individual categories; 
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f) the potential r-eliabi1ity of the 
instr-ument with only one r-ater-. 
a) Rater- Rel i abi 1 i ty: In or-der- to anal yze- the- data 
e-ffective1y an appr-opr-iate analysis package \Alas 
ne-ce-ssar-y. An anal ysi s i n,:.tr-ume-nt that wa':. abl e to 
de-a1 with multiple factor-s such as \.l..ler-e pr-esent in the 
Hansson Instrume-nt re] i abi 1 it>' check (cl a':.':.e':., gr-ade':., 
items, r-aters) was imper-ative. The author- nar-r-owed the 
possilities to two pacKages: the Statistics Package 
for- Social Science (SPSS) and the Gener-al Pur-pose 
Analysis Of Var-iance System (Genova). The Genova 
ver-sion was ultimately selected because of its 
sophisticated appr-oach to multiple factor- data as well 
as a str-ong r-ecommendation for- its use fr-om the 
,:.tati,:.tician':. at the Ontar-io In;.titute for- Studie;. in 
Education who wer-e instrumental in the appl ication of 
the analysis. 
lIsirlg the Genova Ver;.ion compute-r pr-ogr-am, a de':.ign 
study analyzed the data in the five categorie':.. The-
gene-r-al izabi1 ity coefficient for e-ach categor-y was very 
high indicating ver-y strong reliability. 
very little variance among the rater;., 
There \.l..las 
Con~}er'se 1 y 
there was an extremely high variance between classr-ooms 
which wa':· anticipate-d because of the- individuality clf 
each class. 
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Teacher behaviour had an individual classroom variance 
componen t of .95305 and a ra ter ~Jar i ance componen t of 
.00182. The general izabil ity coefficient was .98966. 
Student behaviour had an individual classroom variance 
component of 1.30077 and a rater variance component of 
.00007. The general izabi J.ity coefficient was .99329. 
Clas.sroom layout had an individual clas.sroom variance 
component of 1.67994 and a rater variance component of 
.00026. The general izabil ity coefficient was .99681. 
Classroom environment had an individual classroom 
variance component of 1.20528 and a rater variance 
component of .00072. The genera J j z·ab i J i ty coeff i c i en t 
was .99481. 
Programm i ng had an i nd i v i dual classroom l.Jariance 
component of 1.38291 and a rater variance component of 
.00011. The general izabil ity coefficient was .99648. 
See Table TlAlo: Summary of Analysis for Individual 
Categories and Tables Three to Seven for detal led 
analysis of each of the five categories. 
b) Grade Effect: The data were analyzed twice, once 
lAd th the grade factors and once IAIi thout. A .. G study" 
including the grade factor found that grade level (four 
to six) was found to have no effect on the results of 
the measurement (see Appendix Four: Summary of Genova 
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; 
Class Rater General i zabi 1 i ty 
Variance Variance Coefficient 
lTeacher 
I 
Behaviour .95305 .00182 I .98966 
Student Behaviour 1.30077 .00007 .99329 
Classroom Layout 1 .67994 .00026 .99681 
Classroom 
Environment 1 .20528 .00072 .99481 
Program 1 .38291 .00011 .99648 
TABLE TWO: Summary of Genova Analysis of Coefficients 
for Individual Categories. 
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Analyses Including Grade Factor) in each of the five 
categories. Once th i s was establ i shed, the resu 1 ts 
were ana 1 yzed aga in ina "D study" or des i gn study 
which excluded the grade factor and the statistics for 
rater rel i abi 1 i ty were cal cul ated. It is the "D" study 
which is reflected in Tables Three to Seven. 
c) Effect of Individual Question Items: Af ter the 
Genova ana 1 ys is revealed tha t grade had virtually no 
effec t and th a t the rater 
the author chose to use 
r eli ab i 1 i t y was v e r y high, 
a different statistical 
analysis pacKage since a pacKage 
multiple factors was no longer useful. 
concentrating on 
The new pacKage 
would concentrate on two factor data, in this case the 
classes and the items. The new analysis pacKage would 
be capable of examining item correlation, subtest 
correlation, and rel iabil ity. To this end, the author 
selected the Lertaps Statistical PacKage. 
Using the Lertaps Interpretation of Control Cards, each 
question item was tested to examine the degree of 
correlation ..... tith the overall results of the in~.trument 
for each of the three ra ters and then for the comb i ned 
resul ts of the three raters. While most items had a 
satisfactory correlation, some items did reflect low 
corre 1 at i on • Refer to Table Eight: I tern Ana 1 YS is -
Summary of Items With Low Correlation for a summary of 
the items in each category, for each rater, that 
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Item Numbers 
(Subtest Correlation 
Numbers in Brackets> 
IT e ac her 
Behaviour #1-(0.284), #6-(-0.074), 
#11-(0.388) 
Student 
Behaviour #2-(0.142) , #4- ( 0 . 194) , 
#5-(0.364) 
Classroom 
Layout #3-(0.368) 
Classroom 
Environment #3-(0.384), #5-(0.103) 
Program 
#8-(0.226) 
TABLE EIGHT: Item Analysis - Summary of Items With 
Correlations Lower Than 0.400 
-Lertap Analysis From Combined Raters-
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reflected low correlation. Refer to Appendices Five to 
Seven in order to examine the correlations of 
the individual i n~.trumen t item:. as defined by 
observa t i on:· of each of the three ra ters. Refer to 
Appendix Eight in order to examine the correlations of 
individual instrument items as defined by the combined 
observation results of the three raters. 
d) Effect of Individual Category: Continuing to use 
the Lertaps Interpretation of Control Card:., each 
category was analyzed to examine the degree of 
corre 1 at i on with the overall i n:.trumen t. Wh i 1 e a I 1 
five, categor i es had a high degree of correl at i on wi th 
the mea:.ure-ment of integration, there we-re :.mall 
differences. On the combi ned resul ts of the three 
raters, the categories and their correlations were 
ranKed thus: 
Student Behaviour 
Programm i ng 
Teacher Behaviour 
Classroom Environment 
Classroom Layout 
0.983 
0.966 
0.942 
0.876 
0.873 
It would appear that, stati:.tically, Student Behaviour 
wa:· tho? mo:.t effective indicator into?grated 
programming. The differenco? among the five cato?gories 
wa:. so small, howo?ver, as to ma"~e all five categories 
useful indicators of integration. 
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There VJere sl ight 'Jariations from the above ~.oJhen the 
results of the three raters were examined individually. 
The difference was, again, so small and the agreement 
among the raters so high, that the resu I ts are 
in si gn if i can tin imp or tan c e • Howe v e r, f or a c omp let e 
comparison study, refer to Table Nine: Summary of 
Correlations for Individual Categories. 
e) Correlation Across Categories: Information from the 
Lertaps Interpretation of Control Cards yielded 
correlati-on scores of category to category for each 
rater and for the combined results of the three. 
Interestingly, all categories were highly correlated 
with each other except for classroom layout which was 
noticeably less correlated with classroom environment 
of or a 1 I t h r e era t e r s . Refer to the matrices in Tables 
Ten to Thirteen for the campara t i 'Je analysis of 
inter-category correlations. 
f) One Rater Reliability: An analy:.i:. was appl ied to 
determine the reI iabil ity of the instrlJment if only one 
rater was to perform the observation. I n order to be 
con:.i:.tent with the reliability scores alreadY 
extracted from the data, the same multiple factors and 
the same statistical package was employed. This 
required tha t the Genova pacKage ~.nalyze grade, 
classes, raters and items. 
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Rater Rater Rater Comb i ned 
One Two Three ~aters 
ITeacher 
Behaviour 0.941 0.940 0.951 0.942 
Studen t 
Behaviour 0.977 0.983 0.989 0.983 
Classroom 
Layout 0.879 0.859 0.885 0.873 
Classroom 
Environment 0.874 0.882 0.877 0.876 
Program 
0.968 0.957 0.973 0.966 
TABLE NINE: Summary OT Correlation Between Individual 
Category and Entire Hansson Instrument 
-Genova Analysis per Rater-
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VAR 1 :2 3 .q 5 6 
1 1.000 0.889 0.709 0.894 0.904 0.941 
:2 0.889 1.000 0.894 0.795 0.927 0.977 
3 0.709 0.894 1.000 0.671 0.815 0.879 
4 0.894 0.795 0.671 1.000 0.797 0.874 
5 0.904 0.927 0.815 0.797 1.000 0.968 
6 0.941 0.977 0.879 0.874 0.968 1.000 
1 
TABLE TEN: Inte~-catego~y Co~~elation as pe~ Rate~ One 
i 
VAR 1 :2 3 .q 5 6 
1 1.000 0.901 0.715 0.917 0.858 0.940 
:2 0.901 1.000 0.900 0.818 0.920 0.983 
3 0.715 0.900 1.000 0.598 0.780 0.859 
4 0.917 0.818 0.598 1.000 0.803 0.882 
5 0.858 0;920 0.780 0.803 1.000 0.957 
6 0.940 0.983 0.859 0.882 0.957 1.000 
TABLE ELEVEN: Inte~-catego~y Co~~elation as pe~ 
Rate~ Two 
In both Tables, 1 is Teache~ Behaviour, 2 is Student 
Behaviou~, 3 is Class~oom Layout, 4 is Classroom 
Envi~onment, 5 is Program, 6 is Total. 
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VAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1.000 0.920 0.770 0.888 0.902 0.951 
2 0.920 1.000 0.924 0.817 0.955 0.989 
3 0.770 0.924 1.000 0.635 0.827 0.885 
4 0.888 0.817 0.635 1.000 0.820 0.877 
5 0.902 0.955 0.827 0.820 1.000 0.973 
6 0.'151 0.989 0.885 0.877 0.973 1.000 
TABLE TWELVE: Inte~-catego~y Co~~elation as pe~ 
Rate~ Th~ee 
VAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 1.0Qi) 0.902 0.727 0.895 0 .. 886 0.942 
2 0.902 1.,00D 0.904 0.809 0.934 0.983 
3 0.7Zl 0.904 1."&QQ 0.633 0 .. 806 0.873 
4 0.895 0.809 0.633 1.000. 0.805 0.876 
5 0.886 0.934 0.806 0.805 1.606- 0.966 
6 0.942 0.983 0.873 0.876 0.966 1.00l>-
TABLE THIRTEEN: Inte~-catego~y Co~~elation as pe~ 
the Combined Th~ee Rate~s 
In both Tables, 1 is Teache~ Behaviou~, 2 is Student 
Behaviou~, 3 IS Class~oom Layout, 4 is Class~oom 
Envi~onment, 5 is Program, 6 is Total. 
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The individual classroom had a variance component score 
of .95305 and the rater had a variance component score 
of .00546. The generalizability coefficient was .96960 
indicating high reliability if there l-'Jere only one 
ra ter . As expected, the indi~Jidual cla'!:·sroom would 
remain the highly variant factor. Refer to Table 
Fourteen: Reliability Projection for One Rater for a 
summary analY'!:·is of one rater reJ iabi 1 i ty projection. 
Anecdotal Comments 
The Ha.nsson Instrument and accompanying definition of 
integrated curriculum programming for the junior 
division appeared to be statistically sound. The high 
degree of agreement among raters both in the val idation 
and in the reliability check:. and the high corr·elation'!:. 
of the five categories indicated that even for an 
initial :.tudy, much rele~Jancy wa'!:. reflected in the 
research. 
It mu~:.t be :.tated here how supportive and !A.1elcoming 
each classroom teacher was to the observers during the 
reliabilit>' te'!:.ts. Their help, advice and genuine 
i n t ere s t we re g rea t 1 yap pre cia ted. I t ("I a sal so a v e r y 
positive statement on their degree of professional ism. 
Informally, classroom teachers who reviewed the survey 
felt confident that they could use it themselves in an 
objective manner in order to identify areas of personal 
growth. This was very gratifying to hear since that is 
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the thrus.t of this thesis ••• not 
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to prove whether 
integration worKs, but to identify criteria with which 
tog aug e 0 u r ow n e f f e c t i ~) e n e s· s· i n imp 1 eme n tin g the 
ski I1s of this methodology. 
Not only was visiting so many junior classr-ooms 
interesting, bu t the actu::.l implementation of the 
instr-ument, the r-esult of so many months of dE'signin~ 
and editing, was an exhilarating E'xperience. The 
au thor observed the growi ng fee i i ng of ownersh i p tha t 
the r-aters had in the pr-o.ject. Their- advice and input 
into the actual pr-act ice of the ins trumen t were 
invaluable. 
CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Overview of the Project 
The problem surveyed herein was the defining and 
identification of'criteria of curriculum integration in 
the junior grades. The issue is particularly ~elevant 
at this time in the educational history of the Province 
of Ontario as it comes directly on the heels of the 
Junior Division Review (1985), and supports endeavours 
by the Mi n i stry of Educat i on to emphasi:z:e effect i ve 
methodology. 
The issue of curriculum integration was problematic in 
tha t a def i nit i on that was accep ted and un i versa 1 1 y 
implemented by the teaching profession had not been 
documented. As a resu 1 t, there was 1 itt 1 e in the lo\lay 
of concretely i den t i f i ed criteria of integrated 
curriculum, particularly in the junior division. 
This project attempted to rectify these areas by 
defining curriculum integration as it affects the 
junior division and outl ine certain observable criteria 
which would reflect the manifestation of curriculum 
integration in the junior classroom. 
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The def in it i on of curl" i cu 1 um integra t i on, as des i gned 
by the study through the di rect input of pract i c i ng 
educators in a field-based study, varied significantly 
from the trad it i ona 1 view in terms of its scope. It 
brought into play the dynamic interaction of three Key 
elements in education. The final functional definition 
deve loped by the study was: Integrated curriculum 
programm i ng in the j un i or class is the in terdependen t 
interaction of content, child-centred dynamics and 
teacher behaviour in a curriculum where all 
communication sKills are interpreters of all data.· The 
same fie 1 d-based study i dent i f i ed very specific 
criteria categorized into five major sub-topics which 
indicated the degree of presence of curriculum 
integration. These sub-topics were teacher behavio~r 
student be h aVlour classroom layout, classroom 
~nvironment, and program. 
The criteria were synthesized to produce an instrument, 
wh i ch when used as a measuremen t tool, m i gh t i nd i ca te 
the degree of integration in a single junior class, the 
jun i or cl asses of a school, the jun i or cl asses in the 
school s of an area, or even the jun i or cl asses of an 
entire jurisdiction. 
There was found to be a high degree of agreement in the 
wordi ng and i n ten t of the items in the Hansson 
Instrument. There was also found to be an equally high 
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degree of re 1 i ab i 1 i ty among the ra ters who used the 
instrument in fifteen junior classrooms indicating that 
the instrument was worded appropriately and 
specifically. All five categories were well balanced 
factors in reflecting curriculum integration and most 
question items were shown to be significant 
manifestations of integration. 
Discussion 
The instrument has two great strengths. 
First and foremost, the Hansson Instrument articulates 
criteria for the significant area of integration of 
curr i cu 1 um, where there were no ar t i cu 1 a ted cr iter i a 
before. It is the correct i on of a faul t that has been 
long overdue particularly since it is a methodology to 
which leaders in the teaching profession give much 
credence. 
Secondly, the functional definition and criteria are 
generated by educational professionals who represent a 
variety of job descriptions within the profession and 
who worK for a variety of jurisdictions. Th is. 
engenders a degree of un i versa 1 i ty and accep tance in 
that it is an educational concept defined by educators 
for the benefit of their cl ients. 
All five categories or subtopiCS in the instrument were 
found to be rel iable indicators of curriculum 
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integration. As these five categories were included in 
the three c om p 0 n e n t :. of 
untraditional 
del,)e loped and 
legi timized. 
definition of 
the :·c op e 
the def i nit i on, the 
integration that wa:· 
that i t covered was 
There was a high degree of correlation acro:·s most of 
the five categories except for the correlation between 
classroom environment and classroom layout. Th i s i:. a 
concern since 
e:.senti~dly 
accoutrements. 
both sub-topics are concerned \,,1 i th 
the :.ame t hi n g, • e • , classroom 
One possi bl e anstJ..ler is a factor that 
the raters themselves brought forward. In order tCI be 
unobtru:.i ve and not disturb the ac t i v i ty of the 
classroom they sometimes sat in one place for the 
duration of the observation. As a resu It, they found 
that if they did not mmJe arclund the cla:.:.room there 
were things that they did not see. Th i s tJ..IOU J d, 
therefore, give results for a particular sub-topic 
which were perhaps not consistent with overa11 results. 
This would be particularly true for an area ike 
Classroom Environment, the items of which may be 
oriented to certain locations in the classsroom, and to 
view them would require careful observation sKi lIs. 
There were certain items in the in:.trument that were 
found to be of less value in measuring curriculum 
integration. These are the low correlating items 
1 i sted in Table E i gh t . The high degree 
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of 
rater-reliability would suggest that these items be 
edited or deleted altogether. 
suggestion that this not be done until results from a 
much greater number of instrument users indicate the 
same low correlation of these items. 
The author is, of course, pleased at the high degree of 
agreemen t among the three ra ters who used the 
instrument during the reliabilit>' study. This 
indicates the appropriateness of the instrument both in 
word i ng and in con ten t. Wh i 1 e it is pleas i ng tha t the 
instrument is relevant, the extremel~.' high correlation 
scores among the raters poses additional questions. 
a) Were the raters a true cross-sample of educators? 
b) Did the two trial sessions which were only meant to 
famil iarize the raters with the mechanics of the 
r eli ab i 1 i t y test influence to some degree their 
impartial ity? 
80th these que:.t ions are areas for further :.tudy and 
development. 
One weakness of the i n:.trumen t l as lIJith all 
instruments, is the use to which it may be put. It was 
with the greatest chagrin that the author heard that 
certain administrative professionals "loved the survey" 
because they could use it as a mea:.uring stick IAlhen 
doi ng teacher performance appraisals. This is 
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cer ta in 1 y not the in ten t of the i nstrumen t • It is 
merely an indicator of performance in a methodology in 
order that we, as a profession, know in what direction 
and how far we have yet to go. 
The author is very aware of the raw nature of the 
findings in this study. It ha-=:. been stated from the 
very first that this piece of work is and must be 
accepted as a prel iminary exploration into th i -=:. 
particular area of methodology. It has given the 
teaching profession a foot-hold, a place from which to 
continue. There is an emphasis in the validity and 
rel iabil i ty checks of the instrument on the urban 
environment in south central Ontario. Would the 
i nstrumen tach i eve the same resu 1 ts l,.\.fhen used in other 
areas? 
Yet, when viewed in its entirety, the mandate of the 
study has been achieved. The i nstrumen t ref 1 ec ts a 
high degree of relevancy from its initial design to the 
completed product. 
SUQoestions for Practice 
The classroom observers noted several items which would 
affect the actual use of the instrument. These were 
accepted and amalgamated with the in-=:.tructions for the 
instrument as presented in Appendix Two. 
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The observers +ound that tWE'nty minute~. ob~.er'.Jation 
time was too much. They +elt that the instrument would 
bE' morE' easily used i+ thE' time was not restricted to 
such a long duration. While this speci+ic time 
duration was chosen primari 1y for the purposes 0+ 
reliability testing, the point they had made was 
accepted. The in~.truction~. +or the general U~·E' 0+ the 
instrument were there+ore expanded with suggestions of 
dif+ering observation times for a variE'ty of occasions, 
and no specific time was given. 
ThE' observers also +ound that it was important to move 
around the classroom when doing an observation with the 
instrument. Staying quiE'tly in one corner, even if 
only trying to be unobtrusive, o+ten meant the observer 
~\,Ias m i ~.~. i ng the in terac t i on of the studen ts, or ~·ome 
signi+icant part 0+ the classroom. (Th ismay have 
accounted +c'r some 0+ the area~· of di sagreement +ound 
be tween the observers dur j ng the re 1 i ab i 1 i ty check in 
that one observed an event +rom her/his vantage point, 
where another observer in another section 0+ the 
classroom missed it totally.) 
The obser~Jers suggested that when the instrument is 
employed by administrative 
several times in the year. 
pers.onnE'l , it be done 
All 0+ the items in the 
instrumE'nt may be occurring in a ~.pecific c1a~.~.room, 
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but they may not all be occurring at the same time, let 
alone when the instrument is being appl ied. 
Lastly, as mentioned in a preceding section, the author 
wishes to voice a caution that the survey be used only 
for the reasons for which it was intended. 
Suogestions for Future Developments 
There are four directions that the au thor would 
particularly 1 iKe to pursue in extending the fir/dings 
of this study. 
One direction is 
Hansson I nstrumen t. 
the active implementation 
Th i s wou I din c 1 u de its 
of the 
vigorous 
use across whole jurisdictions such as boards of 
education, regions, or the province a:· a whole. Much 
information regarding curriculum integration in the 
junior grades could be uncovered in this (;.,Iay, An 
example might be the identific<?,tion and examination of 
the five 
i den t i f i ed 
specific implementation categories, 
by the us·e of the ins.trument, that 
as 
are 
consistently underdeveloped within jurisdictions. This 
would provide impetus for relevant in-service training 
for teaching professionals and clearly stated growth 
objectives for those Jurisdictions. Such an extensive 
use of the instrument with a subsidiary aim to a more 
robust asses·s.ment of it:. validih' and reliability is. 
also desirable. This l;.,lould help define the degree of 
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use-fulne-!:-s of the- 101A'-cor-r-elating item!:- (Table- Eight) 
as we II as 1 end cr-edence to the usefu 1 ness of the test 
a!:- a whol e. 
A second dir-ection is the wr-itten ar-ticulation elf a 
compr-ehensive se t of implementation guidel ines for-
e,=.tabl i!:.hing cur-r-iculum integr-ation in the individual 
junior- classr-oom. The document would be based on the 
items alr-eady identified in the Hansson Instr-ument and 
would give the individual teacher- the same cal ibr-e of 
r-esour-ce:· as The For-mative Year-s (1975) or- Science in 
Pr-imar'Y and Junior' Education (1986) gave. Th i s wou 1 d 
I ikel), be best. accompl i,=.hed in a team appr-oach wher-e 
the syner'gy of ideas IAlorJl d gener-a.te pr-agma..t i c and 
developmental 1y sound guidel ines. 
A thir'd, and mor-e challenging dir'ection would be the 
examirlation of the degr-ee CIt integr-atic1n acr-o:·s the 
cur-r-iculum of specific subject discipl ines. Us i ng the 
Hans:.on In,=.tr-ument as a :.tar- t i ng point, another-
instr-ument, aimed at one subject, would be developed to 
measure the degr-ee of integration of that subject. 
This would give educators a tool to measur'e how well 
mathemat i cs was u:.ed across the cur-riculum, or 
expressive wr-itten language or- visual ar'ts Or' 
implementation. In this wa)', 
of knowl edge, def i ned by the 
e I emen t,=· of the 
computer' 
total i ty 
cur-r- i cu 1 urn of the junior' 
d i v i ,=. i on , could be examined as units while still 
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acknowledging their intrinsic inter-relationship and 
interdependence with the full spectrum of knowledge. 
A four th d i rec t ion, and one that has been all uded to 
since the beginning of this '5.tudy, is further re'5.earch 
into an effective definition of integrated curriculum 
and an extended set of criteria with which to identify 
and measure the degree of implementation of integrated 
curriculum. In this pursuit, the Hansson Instrument 
would perhaps only be reference and not the 
foundation to the study as were the former three 
di rect i onal items. 
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APPENDIX ONE 
INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN FIELD-BASED STUDY TO 
DETERMINE CRITERIA FOR CURRICULUM INTEGRATION 
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NAME: 
POSITION: 
BOARD FOR WHICH YOU WORK: 
1. Please describe what an integrated curriculum 
programming approach in grade four (4) to grade six (6) 
means to you. . 
2. Please 1 ist the aspects of such an integrated 
program that you would looK for in a classroom. 
Please use more paper if you so wish. Additional 
comments are welcome. 
Kindly return to: Mr. Torry Hansson, 
Perth Avenue School, Toronto Board 
APPENDIX TWO 
THE HANSSON INSTRUMENT FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF 
CURRICULUM INTEGRATION FOR THE 
JUNIOR CLASSROOM 
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An inst~ument to measu~e the deg~ee of integrated 
cu~~iculum p~og~amming actively occu~ing in a 
junio~ class~~om. 
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THE HANSSON I NSTRLt"lENT FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF 
CURRICULUM INTEGRATION FOR THE JUNIOR CLASSROOM 
This survey explores junior curriculum integration as 
reflected in 5 classroom areas: 
PROCEDURAL I NSTRUCT I ONS 
Teacher Behaviour 
Student Behaviour 
Classroom Layout 
Classroom Environment 
Programmi ng 
1. Observe a junior classroom. The observation must 
be done while students are present. 
Z. Focus on ~ of the five areas of the survey at a 
time. Spend several minutes observing the elements of 
that area only. 
3. Circle a number (one [1J, three (3J, or five (5J) 
in each statement according to the degree in which you 
concur. You may do th i s dur i ng your observat i on time 
and/or afterward. 
N/O 
Not Observed 
1 •••••••••••• 3 ••••••••••••• 5 
Little Average 
A 
great deal 
4. I f there is a survey item that you do not observe 
because of some fac tor preven t i ng that observa t i on, 
then circle WO. ie: An observation during a 
trad i tiona 1 whol e-c lass 1 esson wou 1 d preven t the 
observation of peer interaction of students. 
5. TaKe a short rest period, and continue with the 
nex t area in the same manner. When fin i shed, score 
your instrument according to the scoring instructions. 
6. Read the cautionary remarKs on the following page 
before yOU begin using the instrument. 
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IMPORTANT 
READ THIS BEFORE USING THE INSTRUMENT 
1. The amount of time that you wi 11 need to do the 
actual observation will vary upon your own timetable 
and the demands to which the instrument is being put. 
Iof you are a teacher assess i ng your own classroom you 
will not need as much time observing in each category 
as perhaps an admi n i strator usi ng the instrument ina 
classroom with which s/he is unfamil iar. 
Assess your needs before you begin and try to make the 
time spen t on each of the five ca tegor i es equal. 
2. Move around the classroom as you are observing in 
order that you see things that you may miss if you are 
sitting in one place. 
3. If you are an administrator, try to use the 
instrument two or three times a year in each classroom 
in order to make a fair appraisal. Sometimes 
activities that we want to see are not occurring during 
the observation time. 
4. REMEMBER: This is 
curriculum integration in 
author does not advise that 
a teacher~s performance! 
an instrument- to measure 
a j un i our classroom. The 
it be used as a measure of 
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TEACHER BEHAVIOUR 
Teacher Behaviour i~. characterize-d by ob~.e-r·vabie 
teacher dynamics which facil itate the implementation of 
the components of integrated curriculum. 
1. There is evidence of highly structured planning by 
the teacher with clear ~.hort and long-term obje-ctive-s 
and activities that support those objectives. 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
2. The teacher uses informal observation as part of 
student evaluation. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
3. There is a low percentage of teacher talk during 
activity periods. 
4. There is evidence that the teacher uses both formal 
and informal evaluations. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
5. The teacher is in full contr'ol of the cla~.:.rclom 
situation. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
6. The- te-acher prc",lides opportunities for small group 
activities. 
N/O 1. ... 3 ..•• 5 
7. The overlapping of curriculum discipl ines 
r-ef I ec ted in cen tre~. or d i ~.p I ay~· IAlhere more than 
subject area deals with a central theme. 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
is 
one 
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8. The teacher is able to change his/her pace or plans 
spontaneously. 
N/O 1 •••. 3 .••• 5 
9. The teacher accommodates individual student 
capabilitie~. by accepting a variety of wor·k quality. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
10. The teacher approache~. the "whol e ch i I d" in order 
zto capitalize on the individual student'·s per~.onal 
experiences. 
N .. /(i 1 .... 3 .... 5 
11. The- teacher plans and reinforces routines and 
rules. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
12. The teacher demonstrates to the students that s/he 
trusts and respects them by the responsibil ity she 
gives them and the manner in which she speaks to them. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
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STUDENT BEHAVIOUR 
Student Behaviour i~. characterized by observ.able 
student dynamics which reflect the intent of the 
classroom program. Examples might be the ~.tudents/ 
written worK, the degree of ongoing peer interaction 
during activity periods and the le~)el of ~.tudent 
ownership in the program. 
1. There is evidence of peer teaChing. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
2. There are few discipl ine difficul ties. 
N/O 1 .••• 3 •••. 5 
3. There is evidence of student self-discipl ine. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
4. The pupils are task-focussed. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
5. There is:. pupil interaction. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
6. The students are able to capital ize on their 
per son a 1 hom e ex per i en c eo s , by a p ply j n g the m tot h e i r 
school activities. 
N/O 1 a.a .3 .... 5 
7. The classroom is child-centred. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
8. There is ev i denee that s:.tudents ha~}e 
pI ann i ng a..:·pee t..:. of the program wh i eh 
with a degree of ol,.vnersh i p. 
N./·CI 1 .... 3 .... 5 
some i npu t j n 
pro'-} i des them 
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9. The students r-esear-ch, take notes, ob~.er-~Je and/or-
r-epor-t. 
t'-J/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
10. The spontaneous conver-sation of the students shows 
that they have become in-house exper-ts in their- cur-r-ent 
theme by their- continuous and Knowledgeable r-efer-ences 
to concepts in that theme. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
11. The childr-en have fr-eedom of movement in their-
classr-oom. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
12. Ther~ is evidence that gr-oup r-epor-ting takes place. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
13. Oriainal student wor-k is the pr-imar-y type of 
d i sp 1 ay in the c 1 a~.::.room. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
14. The students have indl?pendent acces::. to eVI?r-yday 
mater-ials r-equired to produce their- wor-K. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 .••• 5 
15. The students have 
persona 1 r-ecor-ds. E'g: 
logs, jour-nals, etc. 
some r-esponsibi 1 ity 
:. tor' yl'" r- i tin g of old e r' ::. , 
N/O 1 •.•• 3 •••• 5 
kel?ping 
char t~., 
16. The students engage in both lar-ge and small gr-oup 
activi ties. 
N/"CI 1 .... 3 .•.. 5 
17. The s tuden ts are involved in some for-m of 
self-evaluation. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
18. The stUdents ar-e involved in some for-m of 
peer--evaluation. 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
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19. The students have a degree o~ choice regarding the 
order or the type o~ activities they do. 
N/O 1 •.•• 3 •••• 5 
20. The students may organize their own time within the 
con~ines o~ the daily classroom routine. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
21. Students may progress at their own rate within the 
general con~jnes o~ the daily classroom schedule. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
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CLASSROOM LAYOUT 
Cla~.~.r-oom Layout is character-izE'd by tho? II hardwar-E' II of 
the c 1 assr-oom. ThE' type of fur-n i tur-e and its 
arrangement might be considerations in this ar-ea. 
1. The classr-oom has lear-ning centr-es. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
2. The cl~ssr-oom has concr-ete mater-ials. 
N/O 1 .~ •• 3 •••• 5 
3. Ther-e is evidence of computer-s in the classr-oom. 
4. In the 
in ter-ac t i orl 
r- e f 1 €I C t i on • 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
r-oom, ther-e 
and ar-e·E<.S that 
ar-e ar-eas 
ar-e conducive 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
5. The room arrangement is flexible. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
tha t pr-omote 
to mor-€' quiet 
6. Other areas of the 
( i eo: hal 1 5, ~. t a i rwe 1 1 , 
school are used foOr- 'c1.~.~.s 
empty rooms, office, etc). 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
7. The desks are ar-ranged in groups. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
8. The room is conducive to easy movement by the 
students in terms of traffic flow. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
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CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT 
Cla~.sroom Environment i:. characterized by the tangible 
elements of program which supports the intent of the 
classroom layout. This might include resource material 
and the functional use of the classroom arrangement. 
1. There is a variety of learning materials. 
N/O 1 ••.• 3 •••• 5 
2. There is an abundance of reference materials 
available" to the student. 
N/O 1 .. , .3 .•.• 5 
3. There is evidence that a variet).' of audio-visual 
aids have been used (je: films, video, music). 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
4. There is ev i dence of a 
related to the current 
(filmstrips, booKs, posters), 
variety ot 
theme in 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
print m~.ter·ial 
the cla-:.sroom 
5. There is computer software avai lable to the students 
that is relevant to the current theme. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••. 5 
6. The work of the children is displayed. 
N./'" [I 1 . • . . 3 • . . • 5 
7. Students can access some of their own records 
(1A1riting tolder-s, arttA1ork, test~.) in readily available 
storage units. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
8. There is evidence of a wide range ot reading levels 
in the print material in the cla~"sroom. 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
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9. The class goes on fieldtrips. 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
10. There is a classroom 1 ibrary. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
11. The classroom environment encourages individual 
creatj~Jjty • 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
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PROGRAMMING 
Programming is characterized by the somewhat intangible 
elements of the classroom curriculum. This might 
include methodc.]gy, s.tudent c'I.JJners.hip of program and 
articulated aims and objectives. 
1. There is a balance of types. of activity situations. 
(ie: active vs. quiet study). 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
2. There is evidence of activity wi th a purpose. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
3. There is evidence that students are involved in 
planning the program. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
4. Target dates, goals, and objectives are clearly laid 
down. 
N .. ·/(I 1 •... 3 .... 5 
5. There is evidence of emphasis on expressive and 
receptive areas of language arts. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
6. The program foIl OlJ.}S a themat i c approach. 
I'·l/O 1 •..• 3 •••• 5 
7. ThE're are multipJe 
(ie:formative, summative). 
evaluation 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
procedures 
8. The objectives are clear for both the teacher and 
the studen ts .. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
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9. The librarian ha':· been involved in the 
implementation and/or organization of the theme. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
10. There is ample opportunity for discussion and 
interaction on the part of the students. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
11. There is ample opportunity for reporting by groups 
of students to their peers. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
12. There i ,:. ev i dence of both sma II and large group 
activities. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
13. The classroom timetable reflects blocKs of time for 
activities. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
14. The program approaches the theme ina ho 1 is tic 
manner. 
N/O 1 •••. 3 .•.. 5 
15. The program support':. and reinfor·ces the IArhole 
language approach. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
16. There is evidence of parental im!olvement in the 
implementation of the classroom program. 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
17. The classroom uses the "writing 
ref 1 ec ted in the use of procedure s such 
edi t i ng, conferenc i ng and publ i ,:.h i ng. 
N/O 1 •••• 3 •••• 5 
proc e,:.,:.11 a':. 
as wr it i ng, 
18. There i,:. evidence of cooperatit,'e lear·ning in that 
groups of 2 to 4 studen ts are worK i ng toge ther on one 
project. 
N ...... 'CI 1 .... 3 .... 5 
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19. The cla'5sroom activitie'5. promote observation~ 
classification, seriation, and correspondence. 
N/O 1 .•.. 3 .... 5 
20. There are classroom routines that contribute to the 
development of responsibil ity and independence 
N/O 1 .... 3 .... 5 
SCORING YOUR OBSERVATION 
THE HANSSON INSTRUMENT FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF 
CURRI CULlJ'1 I NTEGRAT I ON FOR THE JLNIOR CLASSROOM 
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The scoring procedures 
allow the observer to 
observation. 
on the foll owi ng pages wi 11 
analyze the data from an 
The scor i ng fac i 1 i tates the subtotal measurement of 
curriculum integration, category by category, or the 
total measurement of curriculum integration. This 
flexibil ity will allow the observer to focus on certain 
categories or view integration more globally. 
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There are two steps to scoring the Hansson Instrument. 
First, a personal point-boundary must be calculated and 
secondly, your personal data must be compared to it. 
Personal Point-Boundary 
1 . There are three qua 1 ita t i ve ach i evemen t 1 eve 1 sin 
the Hansson Instrument: Little Integration 
Average Integration 
A Great Deal of Integration. 
There are, of course, po in ts in be tween these areas. 
The po i nt-boundary be tween each 1 eve 1 changes with the 
number of NVO/s recorded. The following table 
demonstrates the opt imum poi nt-boundary for each 
category if no NVO/s are recorded. 
Little Average 
Teacher Behaviour I 12 I 36 I 
Student Behaviour 21 63 
Classroom Layout 8 24 
Classroom Env i ronmen t I 11 33 
Program 
OTAL 
72 
Little 
I 20 
72 
I 
216 
Average 
60 
216 
Scale for Integration 
-Optimum Point Spread-
Great Dea 1 
60 
105 
40 I 
55 
100 
360 
360 
A Great Deal 
According to this sample data, point-totals close to 72 
i n d i cat eli ttl e cur ric u 1 urn in t e gr a t i on ; poi n t - tot a 1 s 
close to 216 indicate average degrees of curriculum 
integration; point-totals close to 360 indicate a high 
degree of curriculum integration. 
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2. To obtain the point-boundaries for the three 
achievement levels for your data, you will complete the 
chart below, Point-BoundarY Data - A. 
Coun t the 
Behav i our. 
inside the 
the char t 
algorithms. 
N/O" s that yoU have recorded for Teacher 
Place that number on the three blanKs 
bracKets in the Teacher Behaviour section on 
below and complete the three simple 
Count the 
Behaviour. 
inside the 
the char t 
algorithms. 
N/O"s that you have recorded for Studen t 
Place that number on the three blanKs 
brackets in the Student Behaviour section on 
be 1 ow an d c omp let e the t h r e e simp 1 e 
Do the same for the next four sections. 
This will give yoU your personal pOint-boundaries with 
which to compare your Instrument score. 
POINT-BOUNDARY DATA - A 
(A) For Teacher Behaviour 
Little Integration: 12 
-
( x 1) = 
Average Integration: 36 ( x 3) = 
A Great Deal: 60 ( x 5) = 
(B) For Student Behaviour 
Little Integration: 21 
-
( x 1) = 
Average Integration: 63 - ( x 3) = 
A Great Dea 1 : 105 - ( x 5) = 
( C) For Classroom Layout 
Little I n t e gr a t i on : 8 
-
( x 1) = 
Average Integration: 24 - ( x 3) = 
A Great Deal: 40 - ( x 5) = 
( D) For Classroom Environment 
Little Integration: 11 - ( x 1) = 
Average Integration: 33 ( x 3) = 
A Great Deal: 55 
-
( x 5) = 
( E) For Programming 
Little Integration: 20 - ( x 1) = 
Average Integration: 60 - ( x 3) = 
A Great Deal: 100 
-
( x 5) = 
( F) FOR TOTAL 
Little Integration: 72 - ( x 1) = 
Average I n t e gr a t i on : 216 - ( x 3) = 
A great Deal: 360 - ( x 5) = 
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Comparing Your Data 
1. Ente~ you~ obse~vation sco~e totals on the cha~t on 
the next page, titled Sco~ing You~ Data B. 
2. On the same cha~t Sco~ing You~ Data B, ente~ you~ 
pe~sonal point bounda~ies that you have calculated f~om 
the p~evious page, Point-Bounda~y Data - A. 
3. Place you~ th~ee total values on the on the 
app~op~iate place on the Scale of Integ~ation. 
4. Compa~e you~ ~esults. How integ~ated is the 
class~oom with which this obse~vation dealt? 
5. Note that the~e a~e six total-columns (A F). 
This allows you to examine the deg~ee of integ~ation 
fo~ each of the catego~ies (A - E) as well as the total 
(F) • Depend i ng upon you~ needs, you may w ish to have 
on 1 y a tota 1 sco~e ~a the~ than a ca tego~y by ca tego~y 
b~eakdown. If this is the case, then complete column F 
only. 
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SCORING YOUR DATA - B 
Fill in all the blanks on the summary chart below, with 
the data you have generated from this observation. 
The six alphabet letters across the top of the summary 
chart refer to the five categories plus the total 
column on the page ••• Scoring your Data - A. 
I 
I A B C D E F 
Your 
Score 
Your 
Boundary 
for Little 
Integration 
Your 
Boundary 
for Average 
Integration 
liour 
Boundary 
for A Great 
Deal 
I Integration 
Little Average A Great Deal 
Your Personal Scale of Integration 
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APPENDIX THREE 
VALIDATION PACKAGE FOR HANSSON INSTRUMENT SENT TO 
TEACHERS, CONSULTANTS AND PRINCIPALS 
Note: For this appendix, package is exclusive of 
Instrument 
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Val idation Procedure For 
HANSSON SURVEY OF CURRICULlt1 INTEGRATION FOR 
THE JUN lOR CLASSROc:t1 
Dear Evaluator: 
Firstly, please accept my sincerest gratitude. I know 
that you are busy and have several thousand other 
things to do. But your continuing support is much 
apprec i ated. I need your professi onal expert i se for 
the following val idation. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Carefully read the definition of integration as 
defined by this paper. The definition is the basis of 
your evaluation. 
2. There are six sections to the survey. They are: 
Instructions 
Teacher Behaviour 
Student Behaviour 
Classroom Layout 
Classroom Environment 
Programmi ng 
Please answer the questions on the response sheet 
provided for each of the five categories and the 
i nstruc t ions •• 
3. It is important that you real ize that you do not 
need to perform the survey. The purpose of your 
exercise is merely to examine the appropriateness of 
the wording and the categories. 
4. A space for comments has been provided. You mayor 
may not elect to use this space. 
5. This val idation looks 1 ike a lot of paper! 
Actually, that"s all it really is ••• a lot of paper. ! 
have put each section on a separate sheet of paper in 
order to avoid confusion. 
Thanks, 
Torry Hansson 
CURRY CULUM INTEGRATY ~ IN THE JUNIOR GRADES 
VALIDATION RESOURCES FOR RESPONDENTS 
Re: The Hansson Instrument for the Measurement of 
Curriculum Integration for the Juniour Grades 
Background 
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Questionnaires were sent out to numerous educators. 
These questionnaires asked the educators to describe 
not only what integrated junior curriculum meant to 
them, but what aspects of an integrated program they 
would look for in a classroom. Their collective 
answers were compiled and edited until they became the 
basis of the Hansson Instrument which is part of this 
val idation package. 
The respondents unanimously described integrated junior 
curriculum as a function of interactive elements of the 
teacher~s behaviour, the student/s behaviour, the 
classroom layout, the classroom environment, and 
programming. Therefore, both the working definition 
and the survey items had to reflect these points of 
view. 
Definition 
Curriculum integration in the juniour grades is an 
interdependent, interaction of the respective elements 
of: 
a) a teacher~s behaviour 
b) a student/s behaviour 
c) the classroom layout 
d) the classroom environment 
e) the programming. 
It is, therefore, more than just a transfer of pure 
knowledges or skills. It is a complex function of five 
educational principles. 
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VALl DATI CN RESPONSE SHEET 1 
Please answer the following questions as completely as 
possible; 
Section: General Instructions 
1. The instructions are clear as to the mechanics of 
the survey. 
T F 
Comments: 
2. The instructions give sufficient guidance wi thout 
prejudicing the user. 
T F 
Comments: 
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VALl DATI ()fI.,I RESP()fI.,ISE SHEET 2 
S~ction: T~ach~r~s B~haviour 
1. You f~el th~ qu~stjon clearly stated its int~nt. 
T F 
Comrn~nts: 
2. Each question in this s~ction dealt dir~ctly with 
the Teacher~s Behaviour in some way. 
T F 
Comments: 
3. Th~rewere n£ questions that were dupl ications of 
other questions in this ~ section. 
T F 
If TRUE go on to question 4. 
If FALSE, answer question A and B. 
A) The dupl icated items were 
8) If there was a dupl ication, did it reflect the 
( c i r c 1 e on e) : 
(i) necessary overlap of certain educational 
elements 
or 
{i i} needless reiteration of the same concept 
Comments: 
4. As per the definition of Integrated Junior 
Curriculum that we have adopted, each question in this 
section was appropriate as a partial means of measuring 
i n t e gr a t i on • 
T 
If TRUE, go to the next section. 
If FALSE, answer question C. 
F 
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C) The inappropriate questions in this section were: 
Comments: 
ThanK you. Please go to the next section. 
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VALIDATION RESPONSE SHEET 3 
Section: Student~s Behaviou~ 
1. You feel the question clea~ly stated its intent. 
T F 
Comments: 
2. Each question in this section dealt directly with 
the Student~s 8ehaviou~ in some way. 
z 
T F 
Comments: 
3. There were n£ questions that were dupl ications of 
other questions in this ~ section. 
T F 
If TRUE go on to question 4. 
If FALSE, answer question A and B. 
A) The dupl icated items were 
B) If there was a dupl ication, did it reflect the 
(circle one): 
{i) necessary overlap of certain educational 
elements 
or 
{i i) needless ~eiteration of the same concept 
Comments: 
4. As per the definition of Integrated Junior 
Curriculum that we have adopted, each question in this 
section was approp~iate as a partial means of measu~ing 
integration. 
T 
If TRUE, go to the next section. 
If FALSE, answer question C. 
F 
C) The inappropriate questions in this section were: 
Comments: 
Thank you. Please go to the next section. 
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VALIDATION RESPONSE SHEET 4 
Section: Class~oom Layout 
1. You feel the question clea~ly stated its intent. 
T F 
Comments: 
2. Each question in this section dealt di~ectly with 
the Class~oom Layout in some way_ 
T F 
Comments: 
3. The~e we~e n£ questions that we~e dupl ications of 
othe~ questions in this ~ section. 
T F 
If TRUE go on to question 4. 
If FALSE, answe~ question A and 8. 
A) The dupl icated items we~e 
8) If the~e was a dupl ication, did it ~eflect the 
(ci~cle one): 
{i} necessa~y ove~lap of ce~tain educational 
elements 
o~ 
(i i) needless ~eite~ation of the same concept 
Comments: 
4. As pe~ the definition of Integ~ated Junio~ 
Cu~~iculum that we have adopted, each question in this 
section was app~op~iate as a pa~tial means of measu~ing 
integration. 
T 
If TRUE, go to the next section. 
If FALSE, answe~ question C. 
F 
C) The inapp~op~iate questions in this section we~e: 
Comments: 
ThanK you. Please go to the next section. 
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VALIDATION RESPONSE SHEET 5 
S~ction: Classroom Environm~nt 
1. You f~el th~ question clearly stated its intent. 
T F 
Comments: 
2. Each qu~stion in this s~ction dealt directly wi th 
the Classroom Environment in some way. 
T F 
Comments: 
3. There were ~ questions that were dupl ications of 
other questions in this ~ section. 
T F 
If TRUE go on to question 4. 
If FALSE, answer question A and B. 
A) The dupl icated items were 
B) If there was a dupl ication, did it reflect the 
<circle one): 
{i) necessary overlap of certain educational 
elements 
or 
{i i) needJess reiteration of the same concept 
Comments: 
4. As per the definition of Integrated Junior 
Curriculum that we have adopted, each question in this 
section was appropriate as a partial means of measuring 
integration. 
T 
If TRUE, go to the next section. 
If FALSE, answer question C. 
F 
C) The inappropriate questions in this section were: 
Comments: 
Thank you. Please go to the next section. 
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VALIDATION RESPONSE SHEET 6 
Section: Programming 
1. You feel the question clearly stated its intent. 
T F 
Comments: 
2. Each question in this section dealt directly with 
Programmi n9 in some way. 
T F 
Comments: 
3. There were n£ questions that were dupl ications of 
other que-st ions in th i s 2!!l!.. sect i on. 
T F 
If TRUE go on to question 4. 
If FALSE, answer question A and B. 
A) The dupl icated items were 
B) If there was a dupl ication, did it reflect the 
(circle one): 
(i) necessary overlap of certain educational 
elements 
or 
C; i) needless reiteration of the same concept 
Comments: 
4. As per the definition of Integrated Junior 
Curriculum that we have adopted, each question in this 
section was appropriate as a partial means of measuring 
integration. 
T 
If TRUE, go to the next section. 
If FALSE, answer question C. 
F 
C) The inappropriate questions in this section were: 
Comments: 
You are finished! You have achieved automatic 
promotion to the Educational Hall Of Fame. Thank you 
so much. 
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APPENDIX FOUR 
SUMMARY OF GENOVA ANALYSIS INCLUDING GRADE FACTOR FOR 
EACH CATEGORY 
'0 
,;:) 
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::;, 
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I\J 
.c 
IJ,I I 
m ..... 
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'- IJ,I 
IJ,I,+ 
.c'+ 
UUJ 
I\J 
IJ,I IJ,I 
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I\J 
'+ '-
O(!) 
UlOl 
.- c: 
Ul·-)","0 
~ ::;, 
I\J~ 
c: U 
<[ c: 
>-< 
I\J I 
::> 
o 
c: 
IJ,I 
(!) 
GENOVA VERSION 2.1 
G STUDY 
(1111 = IHFIIHTE) 
SIif1PLE SIZE 
UNIVERSE SIZE 
G 
3 
If II If II 
EFFECT 
DEGREES 
Of 
FREEDOM 
G 2 
C:G 12 
R 2 
T 11 
UAHSOU SURVEY OF CURRICULUM INTEGRATION 
G STUOY RE5IJL TS 
C 
5 
11111111 
R 
3 
!l!lIHI 
T 
12 
l\!lltlf 
MOO E L V A R I A N C E COM P 0 N E H T S 
USING USING EMS STAUOARO 
ALGOR InlM EQUATIONS ERROR 
(0.0) (0.0) 0.0919742 
0.9183502 0.9183502 0.4059130 
0.0060269 0.0051122 0.0053538 
0.4783670 0.4104938 0.2096920 
--------------_._------------_._- - -----_. __ ._-- ------------- -- ---------- ---------
GR 
GT 
CR:G 
CT:G 
RT 
GRT 
CRT:G 
4 
22 
24 
132 
22 
44 
264 
(0.0) (0.0> 
0.0068182 
1.7260943 
0.0023064 
0.0008923 
0.2996633 
(0.0) (0.0) 
0.0068182 
1.7260943 
0.0023064 
0.0008923 
0.2996633 
0.0029914 
0.06lJ1692 
0.0090790 
0.2232473 
0.0077696 
0.0137063 
0.0259841 
NOlE: HIE "ALGORITUM" ANO IIEtIS" ESTIMATED VARIAHCE COtlPOHEHTS WILL BE 
ll)EIHICAL IF 'THERE ARE NO NEGATIVE ESTIMATES 
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GEI~()VA VEflSWN 2.1 
G SWDY 
(11/1 :: IHFIIHTE) 
S/WIPlE !:iIZE 
UIHVEnSE SIZE 
G 
~J 
111111/1 
EFFECT 
DEGREES 
UF 
Fr~EEOml 
G 
C:G 
R 
T 
Gn 
GT 
m:G 
CT:G 
RT 
Grn 
crn:G 
2 
12 
2 
20 
<1 
40 
2'1 
240 
'10 
00 
'Ino 
HANSSON SURVEY OF CURRICULUtl INTEGRAnOI 
G STUDY RESULTS 
C 
5 
11111111 
R 
3 
11111111 
T 
21 
IIIHIII 
MOD E L V A R I A H C E COM P 0 H E H T 5 
USING USING HIS STAHDARD 
ALGORITHI1 EGUATIONS ERROR 
(0.0) 
1.4174471 (0.0) 
0.5254709 
(0.0) (0.0) 
0.0130026 
1.7674735 (0.0) 
0.0295000 
0.2899074 
(0.0) 
1.4174471 (0.0) 
0.4793078 
(0.0) (0.0) 
0.0130026 
1 .. 7674735 (0.0) 
0.0295000 
0.2099074 
0.1151683 
0.5109961 
0.0009727 
0.1838801 
0.0031801 
0.06£11011 
0.0074881 
0.1695788 
0.0070961 
0.01£11636 
0.0186746 
NlITE: '1I1E "ALGORIlllll" AND "EMS" E5TItiATEO VARIAHCE C0I1POI'IEI415 WILL BE IDENrICl\1 TI:' nll:rJr: I\OC l.In "'CI~I\TTIIC C·C!TTNI'ITr.:'c:: 
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GHIUVA VERSION 2.1 
G mUDY 
(Hit :::: H1FUlI'IE> G 
flliriPLE SIZE ~J 
1I1HVEfWE SIZE It II II II 
EFFECT 
G 
C:G 
R 
T 
CR 
GI 
CR:G 
Cl:G 
RT 
GRT 
Clrt:G 
DEGnEE5 
OF 
FHEEDOI'I 
2 
12 
2 
7 
I.J 
14 
2'1 
BLI 
14 
211 
16fJ 
111i1'iSSOU SURVEY OF CURRICULUI" nnEGItAnm 
G STUDY RESULTS 
C 
5 
IUIItII 
R 
3 
11l11I1I 
T 
8 
lilt 1111 
NOD E L V A R I A H C E COM P 0 N E N T S 
USItlG USING EtIS STAHD(IRD 
ALGORITHM EGUAno/·IS [llROR 
(0.0) 
1.7859127 
(0.0) 
0.2311:1651 
(0.0) 
0.0133730 
0.0017857 
1.1238095 
0.0095635 
(0.0) 
0.123214:3 
(0.0) 
1.7859127 (0.0) 
o. n~11261 
(0.0) 
0.0095899 
0.0017857 
1.1238095 
0.0057804 
(0.0) 
0.123214:3 
0.1493430 
0.7306114 
0.0009775 
0.1516490 
0.0015844 
0.0928395 
O.OOS0512 
0.1776985 
0.0050784 
0.0043504 
0.0133645 
HDIE: 'lifE "IiLGUHI111I'1" Iif.iD "EtIS" ESTII'IAIED VARIA"'CE: COIWOIIE.IUS \.IIll BE 
I1JEIHICAL IF lllEHE ARE NO NEGAlIVE ESTu/AlES 
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(111t :: UlFIIHlE) 
fllillPLE SIZE 
UIHVERSE SIZE 
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11111111 
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CR:G 
C'I :G 
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WiNSSOt1 SURVEY OF CURRICULUI1 ItHEGRATIO 
G STUDY RESULTS 
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11111111 
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It II II II 
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11 
lilt 1111 
NOD E L V A R I A H C E COM P 0 H E H T S 
USWG USING HIS STANDARD 
ALGORITUI1 EQUATIUUS ERROR 
(0.0) 
1. 2036869 
0.0029697 
0.5384848 
(0.0) (0.0) 
0.0024747 
1.1518687 
0.0014747 
(0.0) 
1.2036869 
0.0014916 
0.5301178 
(0.0) (0.0) 
0.0()24747 
1.1518687 
0.00147·t7 
0.1291443 
0.4973096 
0.0025048 
0.2514165 
0.0016780 
0.0742695 
0.0058972 
0.1560267 
0.0070194 
Grn LJO 0.014131:3 0.0141313 0.0122430 
CRl:G 240 0.1975253 0.1975253 0.0179568 
--_._-.... _._--------------_ .... _--_.- .... _ .... _------_._ ... -- ------------ ._- _._--,-- ----- -------
HUlE: HIE "ALGOR HUM" AND "EI15" ESTItlA1EO VARIANCE CotlPONENTS WIll BE 
mEIUICAl IF TUEIlE ARE NO NEGATIVE ESTiriATES 
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GEHlIVtl VEnSWN 2.1 
G 5T1JDY 
(1111 :: UIFHIlTD G 
fWIPl.E SIZE a 
IIHIVERSE SIZE lillIlIl 
EFFECT 
G 
C:G 
R 
T 
DFGHE[n 
OF 
FREEDOI"I 
2 
12 
2 
10 
HANsson SURVEY OF CURRICUUJI1 INTEGRATIm 
G STUDY RESIJLTS 
R T 
3 19 
C 
5 
1110.111 1111111/ 11111111 
MOD E L V A R I A NeE C 0 H P 0 N E H T S 
USING lJSHIG EI18 STANDARD 
ALGCRITt-II1 EGUATIOI~8 ERROR 
(0.0) 
1.5320663 
0.0001754 
0.7062443 
(0.0) 
1.5320663 
0.0000062 
0.6918389 
0.1220203 
0.6088849 
0.0012007 
0.2509920 
. --.. -.-.-__ ._. __ -._ ..... ____ ._._ .... _. _______ . .-._ .... _N ______ ._. _____________ ._. ___ . _______________ ", ______ ,. 
CI~ 
GT 
CH:G 
Cl:G 
rn 
Gin 
CIH:G 
4 
36 
24 
2.16 
~16 
72 
4]2 
0.0006368 (0.0) 
0.0032164 
1.4088694 (0.0) 
0.0088369 
0.2020468 
0.0006368 (0.0) 
0.O()32164 
1.4088694 (0.0) 
0.0088369 
0.2020468 
0.0024062 
0.0656989 
0.0039087 
0.141L1700 
0.00.'10561 
0.0085481 
0.0137158 
HOTE: TilE "ALGDRIllIl1" AND "EI'iS" ESTIMATED VARIAHCE COI'\pmIENTS WILL BE 
tDEIHICAL IF THERE ARE NO NEGATIVE ESTIMATES 
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APPENDIX FIVE 
ITEM ANALYSIS FOR RATER ONE 
112 
LDlTAP 2.0 StmAAY lTEI1 STATISTICS 
TEST I«l 1 AHA!.. YSIS OF IWj5S0 .... SURVEY 5IJBTEST TEACHER BEl-WJIOl.R 
rmt IU'l!ER lTEI1 STATS CDRRaATIOHS (JlTIOO IlCT H I'EAH S.D. -51 IT "g;-
1 1.0 :2 13.3 2.400 0.737 0.311 0.282 3 2.0 5 33.3 5 3.0 B 53.3 TOTAl.. 15 
ITEl'I IU'l!ER 2 lTEI1 STATS CORRaATIDHS (JlTIOO IJCT H rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.200 0.9"11 0.567 0.6:11 3 2.0 '5 33.3 5 3.0 7 40.7 
tm£R 0.0 1 6.7 TOTAl.. 15 
ITEl'I IU'l!ER 3 ITEI1 STATS CDRRaATIOHS 
(JlTIOO IoICT H P I'EAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 7 40.7 1.800 0.862 0.638 0.005 3 2.0 4 26.7 5 3.0 4 26.7 TOTAl.. 15 
rmt IU'l!ER 4 !TEl'! STATS CDRRaATIONS (JlTIOO IJCT H rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.000 0.926 0.513 0.471 3 2.0 6 40.0 5 3.0 5 33.3 tm£R 0.0 1 6.7 TOTAl.. 15 
ITEl'I IUI!ER , lTEI1 STATS CDRRaATIONS (JlTIOO IlCT H I'EAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.467 0.83-01 0.426 0.469 3 2.0 2 13.3 :; 3.0 10 66.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
L.E:RT AP 2. 0 &mARY ITEI1 STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 A/oIAL. YSIS OF HAHSSOH SURVEY 5IJBTEST TEACHER BEl-WJlOUR 
lTEI1 N.nlER 6 lTEI1 STATS CORRaATIOHS 
(JlTIOO IlCT H P I'EAH S.D. ,ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1.333 l.1l3 -<1.139 0.186 
3 2.0 .. 40.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
one 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
rmt N.ft1ER 7 IrEI'! STATS CORRaATIOHS 
(JlTIOH IJCT H P MEAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 B 53.3 1.333 0.900 0.864 0.827 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OllER 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
lTEI1 IU'lSER B ITEM STATS CORRaATIOHS 
(JlTIOH IlCT M MEJ\H S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.200 0.561 0.569 0.757 
3 2.0 10 66.7 
5 J.O 4 26.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEI1 IUIIER 9 lTEI1 STATS CORRaATIOHS 
(JlTlOH Q;T M I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.133 0.915 0.602 0.670 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 7 .... 7 
TOTAl.. 15 
11D1 IUIIER 10 
OPTION UCT N P 
1 1.0 "I 26.7 
3 2.0 7 46.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
Oll£R 0.0 1 0.7 
TOTAl. 15 
LERTAP 2.0 
TEST IfJ 1 ~Y5IS CF ~ SURVEY 
I1D1 IUIIER 11 
CJlTIOH UCT Ii P 
1 1.0 1 6.7 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 10 66.7 
'ItITAI. 15 
I1D1 IUIIER 12 
CJlTIOH UCT N P 
1 1.0 2 13.3 
:3 2.0 7 46.7 
:; 3.0 6 40.0 
TIlTAi. 15 
LERTAP 2.0 
TEST IfJ 1 ANAl. Y5IS CF HAHSSO"~ SURVEY 
11D1 tUIlER 
CJlTIOH UCT H 
1 1.0 6 40.0 
3 2.0 4 26.7 5 3.0 4 26.7 
OTI£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl. 15 
I1D1 i'U'lBER 2 
CJlTIOH UCT N P 
1 1.0 3 20.0 
:3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 7 %.7 
TOTAl. 15 
I1D1 !UIlER 3 
CJlTIOH UCT H 
1 1.0 4 26.7 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
:; 3.0 7 46.7 
TOTAl. 15 
11D1 IUlBER "I 
CJlTION UCT H 
1 1.0 1 6.7 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 11 73.3 
'ItITAI. 15 
I1D1 !UIlER 5 
OPTIlJi UGT N 
1 1.0 6 40.0 
3 2.0 :2 13.3 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
OTI£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl. 15 
11D1 STATS 
rEAM 
1.800 
S.D. 
0.862 
ST 
0.604 
SUT1ARY 11D1 STATISTICS 
SUBTEST 
11D1 STATS 
I'IEAN S.D. ST 
2.600 0.632 ~.539 
ITEM STATS 
I'IEAN S.D. ST 
2.267 0.704 0.670 
SU'1i'1ARY ITEM STATISTICS 
SlJITEST 2 
ITEM STATS 
MEl¥( S.D. ST 
1.733 0.901 0.771 
11D1 STATS 
MEl¥( S.D. ST 
2.267 0.799 0.137 
11D1 STATS 
nEAH S.D. ST 
2.200 0.862 0.451 
ITEl1 STATS 
nEAl! S.D. ST 
2.607 0.017 0.105 
11D1 STATS 
I'IEAN S.D. ST 
1.867 1. OQ() 0.375 
CORRElATIONS 
TT 
0.687 
TEACHER BEHAVI~ 
CORRElATIONS 
TT 
0.530 
CORRElATIONS 
TT 
0.664 
113 
EC 
EC 
EC 
ST\JOEliT BEHAVIOUR 
CORREl..ATIOHS 
IT EC 
0.793 
CORRElATIONS 
IT EC 
0.2:>7 
CORRElATIONS 
IT Et: 
0.538 
CORRElATIONS 
IT EC 
0.257 
CORRElATIONS 
IT EC 
0.340 
114 
WTAP 2.0 SUTlARY 1TEl'1 STATISTICS 
TEST Kl 1 ANAl.. YSIS OF HAHSSOH SURVEY SUBTEST 2 STUODIT BEHAVlCU 
ITEr! IU1BER <I ITEI'! STATS CORREI.A TIONS 
OPTICH IoCT H I'EAH S.D. ST TT Ee 
1 1.0 3 20.0 0.867 1.125 0.843 0.836 
:3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
~ 0.0 B 53.3 
TOTA!.. 15 
1TEl'1 IU1BER 7 1TEl'1 STA TS CORRELATIONS 
[llTICH u;,- N P I'EAH S.D. ST IT Ee 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.133 0.516 0.594 0.540 3 2.0 11 73.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
TOTA!.. 15 
ITEr! Itl"BER B ITEM STA TS CORRELATIONS 
[llTICH u;,- H P I'EAH S.D. ST IT Ee 
1 1.0 B 53.3 1.S33 0.915 0.5;38 O.6.lf9 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTI£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTA!.. 15 
ITEl'1 JoU'IlER 9 1TEl'1 STATS COftRELA TIONS 
[llTICH I.CT H I'EAH S.D. ST IT Ee 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1.667 1.047 0.489 0.573 3 2.0 7 46.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTI£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEl'1 JoU'IlER 10 1TEl'1 ST A TS CORRELATIONS 
[llTICH I.CT H I'EAH S.D. ST TT Ee 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.400 1.163 0.787 0.883 
:3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
OTI£R 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
WTAP 2.0 Sl..mARY 1TEl'1 STATISTICS 
TEST Kl 1 __ YSIS OF twiSSON SURVEY SlSTEST 2 STUDENT BEHAVI{O 
1TEl'1 JoU'IlER 11 ITEM STATS CORREI.A TIONS 
OPTICH I.CT H P MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 1.867 1.125 0.380 0.:»<1 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
OTHER 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTA!.. 15 
1TEl'1 IUIIER 12 1TEl'1 STATS CORRELATIOHS 
OPTICH I.CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.133 1.246 0.529 0.663 3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
OTI£R 0.0 
" 
40.0 
TOTA!.. 15 
ITEM IUIIER 13 1m STATS CORREl.ATIOHS 
OPTICH IoCT II P MEAH S.D. ST TT Ee 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.067 1.100 0.561 0.643 3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 7 46.7 
OTI£R 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
:rn:n i1lh3ER 14 
DlTIOH UGT H 
1 1.0 5 33.3 
3 2.0 5" 33.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTIIL 15 
lTEn H.nlER 15 
DlTIOH UGT H P 
1 1.0 3 20.0 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTI£R 0.0 4 2':'.7 
rer ..... 15 
L.El!T AP 2. 0 
lEST Kl 1 NW.. YSIS IF rw;ssI)H Sl.I1VEY 
:rn:n H.nlER 16 
Cl'TICJoI ~T H 
1 1.0 6 oQO.O 
3 2.0 1 6.7 5 3.0 4 26.7 OTl£R 0.0 4 26.7 
reTIIL 15 
1TEn H.nlER V 
DlTIOH UGT H 
1 1.0 9 60.0 3 2.0 4 26.7 5 3.0 1 6.7 CffiER 0.0 1 6.7 
reTIIL 15 
:rn:n H.nlER 18 
OPTICJoI ~T PI P 
1 1.0 9 60.0 
3 2.0 3 20.0 5 3.0 '2 13.3 OTI£R 0.0 1 6.7 TOTAL. 15 
:rn:n If.nIER 19 
DlTIOH UGT H P 
1 1.0 e 53.3 3 2.0 '2 13.3 5" 3.0 '2 13 .. 3 OTI£R 0.0 3 20.0 TOTAL. 15 
:rn:n IUliER 20 
DlTION UGT H 
1 1.0 3 20.0 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
:> 3.0 3 20.0 [)T}£R 0.0 7 46.7 TOTIIL 15 
L.El!TAP 2.0 
TEST Kl 1 NW..YSIS IF HAHSSON SURVEY 
lTnl IU'IlER 21 
OPTION ~T PI p 
1 1.0 2 13.3 
3 2.0 5 33.3 5 3.0 4 26.7 OTI£R 0.0 4 26.7 TOTIIL 15 
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lTEn STATS CORRELATIONS 
lEAN 5.0. ST TT EC 
2.000 0.845 0.536 0.550 
lTEn STATS CORRELA TIONS 
lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.400 1.056 0.6?1 0.774 
SI..n1ARY lTEn STArISTICS 
SUlmT 2 STUD£liT SEHAVI ()(J1 
liEn STATS COI<RELATIOkS 
I'EAH S.D. ST TT 
1.333 1.175 0.765 0.761 
liEn STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
I'EAH S.D. ST TT 
1.333 o.n.; 0.509 0.536 
liEn STATS CORRELATIOHS 
I'EAH S.D. 51 TT 
1.400 0.828 0.'181 0.4'19 
ITEn STATS CORRELATIONS 
lEAN 5.0. ST TT 
1.200 0.941 0.636 0.582 
1TEn STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
I'EAH 5.0. ST TT 
1.067 1.223 0.791 0.801 
St.mARY lTEn STriTISTICS 
SLemT 2 STWENT BEWlVlOUll 
lTEn STATS 
lEAN 
1.600 
S.D. 
1.183 
ST 
0.482 
CORREI.A TIOHS 
TT 
0.46.<1 
EC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
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WTAP 2.0 Sl.mARY lTEl! STATISTICS 
TEST ItJ 1 AHAL YSIS OF HAHSSOtt SlJIIIEY SUBTEST 3 CLASSROOM LAYOUT 
ITEl! Kl'1lER ITEl! STATS CORRElATIONS 
()lTIOH Il:T H I'EAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 9 60.0 1.407 0.915 0.797 0.875 3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
mt£R 0.0 1 4.7 TOTA!. 15 
ITEl! IUti61 :2 lTEl! STATS CORRElATIONS 
()lTIIJH Il:T H I'EAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.067 0.900 0.7:31 0.'i'24 3 2.0 S 33.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
0Tl£R 0.0 1 4.7 
TOTAl. 15 
lTEl! Kl'1lER 3 lTEn STATS CORRElATIONS 
()lTIIJH UG'T H I'EAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.000 0.926 . 0.4'10 0.404 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 1 c.7 
0Tl£R 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTA!. 15 
ITEl! IU'I8EJ1 4 lTEn STATS CORRElATIONS 
()lTIIJH Il:T H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 6 «l.0 1.867 0.834 0.802 0.774 3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 4 2c.7 
TOTA!. 15 
ITEl! Kl'1lER 5 lTEn STATS CORR£L.ATIOO 
()lTIOH Il:T H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 9 60.0 1.600 0.828 0.728 0.734 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
TOTA!. 15 
wTAP 2.0 SLmARY ITEn STATISTICS 
TEST ItJ 1 AHALYSIS OF HANSSON SURVEY SUB'lt:ST :3 . CLASSROOM LAYOUT 
lTEn Kl'1lER 6 lTEn STATS CORRElATIONS 
()lTIIJH Il:T H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.333 1.291 0.813 0.640 3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 cmo 0.0 5 33.3 TOTA!. 15 
lTEn Kl'1lEl! 7 ITEM STATS CORR£L.A TIONS 
()lTIIJH Il:T H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.W o.m 0.836 0.758 :3 2.0 
" 
«l.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
lTEn IUIIEI! 8 lTEn STATS CORRElATIONS 
()lTIIJH Il:T H P /'lEAH S.D. ST TT E.C 
1 1.0 4 26.7 1.933 0.70"1 0.638 0.489 3 2.0 8 53.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 TOTAL 15 
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L£RTAP 2.0 SLmARY ITEn STATISTICS 
n:sT ICJ 1 ANAl.. YSIS OF HAHSSOH SUIVEl' SU8TEST 4 
:rn:n NJIIER 1 ITEM STATS COIIREI.A TIDHS 
IPTIIJot I«;T H P /£AM S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.667 0.816 0.763 0.814 3 2.0 7 40.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
D1l£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TDTAI.. 15 
ITEM NJIIER 2 ITEM STATS CORREI.A TIOHS 
IPTIIJot I«;T H P !'£AN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.067 0.704 o.m 0.402 3 2.0 B 53.3 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
TDTAI.. 15 
ITEM If.njER 3 ITEM STATS CORIIEl.ATIDHS 
(llTIIJot I«;T H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 2.000 0.926 0.264 0.164 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 6 olO.O 
TDTAI.. 15 
"-
ITEM If.njER 4 ITEM STATS CORREI.A TIIlHS 
(llTICH YOT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 e 53.3 1.467 0.834 0.532 0.751 3 2.0 .q 26.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
D1l£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEM IUlBER 5 ITEM STATS CORREl.ATIOHS 
IPTIDH ICT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 0.933 0.961 0.111 0.378 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
D1l£R 0.0 6 40.0 
TOTAl.. 15 
L£RTItP 2.0 SU1'1ARY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST ICJ 1 ANAl.. YSIS IF HAHSSOH SURVEY SlJITEST 4 
ITEM If.njER 6 ITEM STATS CORRaATIOHS 
IPTIOII YOT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.067 0.799 0.711 0.738 3 2.0 
" 
40.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
ITEM IUlBER 7 ITat STATS CORREl.ATIIlHS 
IPTIOII I«;T H P !'£AN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.800 0.676 0.735 0.597 3 2.0 B 53.3 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEM NJ'IIER 8 ITEM STATS CORREl.ATIIlHS 
IPTlOll I«;T H P I£AH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.000 0.655 0.691 0.533 3 2.0 9 60.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
TDTAI. 15 
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m:n IUt3ER 9 ITEl'I STATS CORRELATlCtlS 
IJlTUH &.CT H P !lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 0.600 0.910 0.617 0.671 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
!1Tl£R 0.0 9 00.0 
TOTAl. 15 
nEll IU'EER 10 1TEl'I STATS CORRELA TICtIS 
CPTl[l! &.CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.333 1.047 0.7'11 0.672 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
!1Tl£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl. 15 
ITEl'I IUt3ER 11 lTEl'I STATS CORRELA TICtIS 
(JITI[I! &.CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 '10.0 1.933 0.S84 0.771 0.712 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
wrAP 2.0 ""' .... " .. ,,' .. "" ... " .. -
lEST HJ 1 AHAI... YSIS OF IiAHSSilH 5U!VEY SUlTEST 5 PROGRAmING 
ITEl'I ItI1IIO 1 lTEl'I STATS CORRELATIONS 
(JITI[I! &.CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 9 00.0 1.133 0.915 0.725 0.700 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
!1Tl£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl. 15 
ITEl'I H.J'8ER 2 ITEl'I STATS CORRELATICtIS 
CPTI[I! &.CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 'I 26.7 2.007 0.799 0.38'1 0.430 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
ITEl'I IUtIER 3 1TEl'1 STATS CORRELATICtIS 
IJITICtI &.CT H P I'EAH S.D. sT TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.400 0.986 0.772 0.881 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
D1l£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl. 15 
ITEl'I ItI1IIO 'I 1TEl'1 STA TS CORRELATICtIS 
CPTI[I! IICT H P I'EAH S.D. sT TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.133 1.240 0.<182 0.474 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 9 00.0 
!1Tl£R 0.0 3 20.0 
toTAl. 15 
ITEl'I IU'EER 5 1TEl'1 STATS CORRELATICtIS 
CPTICtI &.CT H P !lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.133 0.915 0.711 0.676 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 6 '10.0 
!1Tl£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl. 15 
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WTAP 2.0 SU'l'lMY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST Nl 1 AHAL.YSIS IF IWISSO.''1 SURVEY SUBTEST 5 PRDCRAI'I'IIHG 
ITEI'I tII'lIIER I> 1TE11 STATS CDRRELA TIOHS 
IPTIDN IICT N P I'EAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 I> «l.0 1.533 0.990 0.786 O.7'f<l 
3 2.0 <I 21>.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTI£R 0.0 2 13.3 
roTAI. 15 
ITEI'I IUIIER 7 ITEM STATS CDRRELATIOHS 
IPTIDN IICT H P /'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.400 1.056 O.Bll 0.722 
3 2.0 ' 6 410.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTIS 0.0 <I 21>.7 
roTAi. 15 
ITEM K.I'Il£R 8 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
IPTIQof IICT H P /'EAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.600 0.632 0.180 0.136 
3 2.0 
" 
26.7 
5 3.0 10 60.7 
roTAi. 15 
ITEM tII'lIIER 9 ITEM STATS CDRREl..A TIONS 
IPTIDN IICT H P /'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 <I 26.7 2.000 0.756 0.706 0.199 
3 2.0 7 <16.7 
5 3.0 <I 21>.7 
1'tlTAI. 15 
ITEM tII'lIIER 10 1TEI1 STATS CORREl..ATIDHS 
IPTIDN IICT N P /'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.533 1.302 0.709 0.802 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 6 «l.0 Dna 0.0 <I 26.7 
roTAI. 15 
LERTAP 2.0 stn1ARY ITEM STATlmcs 
TEST Hl 1 H-IAL YS1S IF tWISSOH SURVEY SUBTEST 5 PRDCRAI'I1ING 
ITEM IUIIER 11 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
IPTIDN IICT N P tEAM S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 <I 26.7 1.200 1.092 0.720 0.715 
3 2.0 <I 26.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTI£R 0.0 5 33.3 
roTAI. 15 
ITEM IUIIER 12 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
Il'TlllA IICT N P MEAN 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1. <100 1.1BL-_ 0.583 0.659 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
--5 3.0 <I 20.7 Dna 0.0 <I 20.7 
roTA!.. 15 
ITEM IUIIER 13 ITEM STATS CDRRELA TIONS 
OPTION !oCT H P tEAM S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 410.0 1.133 1.125 0.7<15 0.776 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 Dna 0.0 5 33.3 
roTAI. 15 
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IlEl1 H..I'I3ER 14 HEll STATS CORRaATIOHS 
IllTIOH UGT N /'lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 0 0.0 2.067 0.7QJ1 0.703 0.627 
:.; 2.0 11 73.3 
S" 3.0 :.; 20.0 
ana 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
11tJ'1 1UIIEl1 15 ITEll STATS CORRaATIOHS 
IllTIC»I UGT H I'EAH S.D. 51 TT EC 
1 1.0 7 'l6.7 O. 'l67 0.s"16 0.598 0.547 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
--.-S 3.0 0 0.0 
ona 0.0 8 53.3 
TOTAL 15 
WTAP 2..0 W1MARY ITEll STATISTICS 
TEST III 1 ANALYSIS OF HAHSSOIi SURVEY 5U8TEST 5 PROGRAmUIG 
lTEll 1UIIEl1 16 lTEll STATS CORRaATIONS 
IllTIOH UGT H P rEAH S.C. ST· .. ·• TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 1.867 1.125 0.665 0.770 
3 2.0 6 ~.O 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
ono 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
IlEl1 1U"lSEl1 17 I1tJ'1 STATS CORRaATIOMS 
CilTIOH \oCT H /'lEAN S.D. 51 TT EC 
1 1.0 7 45.7 1.200 1.062 0.610 0.600 
:.; 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
ono 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
ITEr! 1UIIEl1 18 IlEl1 STATS CORRaATIONS 
IllTIC»I UGT H /'lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.600 0.737 0.451 0.527 
:.; 2.0 8 53.3 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
ono 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
lTEll 1U"lSEl1 19 !TEll STATS CORRaATIOHS 
IllTIOH UGT H /'lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 :.; 20.0 2.267 0.7'l'9 0.420 O. 'l93 
:.; 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 7 'l6.7 
TOTAL. 15 
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APPENDIX SIX 
ITEM ANALYSIS FOR RATER TWO 
1 ..,'j 
-"'-
!.£RTAP 2.0 StmARY ITEIl STATISTICS 
TEST t«l 1 ANALYSIS IF HAkSSON SURVEY SUB TEST 1 TEACHER BEHAVIOUR 
lTD! IU'IIER lTD! STATS CORREl.A TIOHS 
OPTION LCT H I10AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.467 0.7'13 0.228 C.z::l 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 9 60.0 
TOTAL 15 
lTD! IU'IIER 2 lTD! STATS COI!REl..A TIONS 
OPTIOH I.CT H I10AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.133 1.125 0.517 0.606 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 8 53.3 
On£R 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL. 15 
ITEI1 H..I'1BER :3 ITEI1 STATS CORRE!...A TII)-IS 
(llTIOH I.CT H P rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.867 0.915 0.725 0.605 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
:; 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAL. 15 
lTD! IU'ilER 4 lTD! STATS eoRREl.A TIOHS 
OPTIOH I.CT H P I10AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 1.800 1.062 0.503 0.590 
:3 2.0 7 46.7 
---. :; 3.0 4 20.7 
0n£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEI1 H..I'1BER 5 ITD! STATS CORRE!...ATIOHS 
OPTIOH I.CT H P rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.533 0.7'13 0.473 0.577 
:3 2.0 3 20.0 -----
5 3.0 10 06.7 
TOTA!.. 15 
lERTAI' 2.0 StmARY !TEll STATISTICS 
TEST t«l 1 AlW..YSIS OF tiI\HSSON SURVEY SUBTEST TEACI£R BEHAVlOU< 
ITD! IU'lIlER 
" 
lTD! STATS CORREl.A TIOHS 
(llTIOH LCT H I'EAH S.D. /-sT--"" IT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 1.333 1.047 -0.099 / 0.162 3 2.0 5 33.3 ",-------
5 3.0 2 13.3 
ana 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
ITD! IO'IBER 7 lID STATS CDr<R El..A TIONS 
OPTIOH I.ICT H P I'EAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 B 53.3 1.333 0.900 0.841 O.~ 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTHER 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL. 15 
ITEM /olJn)ER B lTD! STATS CORREl..A TIOHS 
OPTION I.ICT H P I'EAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.333 0.617 0.538 0.033 
3 2.0 B 53.3 -'--'---
5 3.0 
" 
40.0 
TOTAL 15 
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ITEl't NI.nlER 9 ITEM STATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTIOH I.CT H P MEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.333 0.900 0.530 0.608 3 2.0 2 13.3 
-------
-5- 3.0 9 60.0 
TOTAL IS 
lTEl't IUIIlER 10 ITEM STATS CORRElA TlONS 
OPTIOH \.ICT H P I'EAN 5.0. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.933 0.884 0.'11'6 0.571 3 2.0 7 46.7 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
aTta 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
IDTAI' 2.0 st..n"IAAY HEM STATISTICS 
'lEST jo(J 1 ANAl.. YSIS Of HI'VESOH SURVEY SUBTEST TEACHER BOWWIW! 
ITEM /U1IIER 11 ITEM STATS CORRElA TI()j5 
OPTIOH I.CT II P I'EAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 :3 20.0 2.467 0.83'1 0.371 0.'171 
3 2.0 :2 13.3 
5 3.0 10 U.7 
TOTAL IS 
ITEI1 /U1IIER 12 ITEM STATS CORRElATI()j5 
OPTIOH \.ICT II I'EAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.200 0.775 0.645 0.i>'13 
3 2.0 .. ~o.o 
5 3.0 .. olO.O 
TOTAL 15 
!.£RTAI' 2.0 StmARY IiEM STATISTICS 
TEST jo(J 1 ANAl.. 1'51 S OF w.HSSOH SURVEY suaTEST :2 STUOEI'IT BOWWIW! 
ITEM KJM8ER ITEM STATS CORR ElA TIONS 
OPTICH \.ICT H P I'EAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 6 1lO.0 1.067 1.113 0.729 o.m 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
one 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. IS 
ITEM IU'IlER 2 ITEM STATS CCRREl.ATIOHS 
OPTICH I.CT Ii P MEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.400 0.828 0.219 0.3'1b 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 9 60.0 
TOTAl.. IS 
ITEM IUIIlER 3 ITEM STATS CORREl.A TIOHS 
OPTION I.CT II P !'lEAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.007 0.884 0.379 0.'191 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 .. IlO.O 
TOTAl.. IS 
ITEM IU1BER 4 ITEM STATS CORREl.ATIOHS 
OPTIt»/ I.CT H P /'lEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.600 0.737 0.204 0.351 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
:; 3.0 11 73.3 
TOTAL 15 
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lTEI'I ItftlEli. :; ITEl1 STATS CORREl.ATIONS 
OPTICH \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 'I' 26.7 2.133 1.060 0.385 0.'116 3 2.0 2 13..3 
:; 3.0 B 53.3 
DTl£R 0.0 1 6.7 
roTAL 1!! 
WTAP 2.0 &.n'IARY lTEI'I STATISTICS 
TEST IfJ 1 ANAL.YSIS OF IW6SOH SUlVEY 5IJ!lEST 2 STUDENT BEliAIIIIllJI 
ITEl11U'Sa 6 ITEI'I STATS CORRaATIONS 
OPTICH \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 'I 26.7 0.667 1.0'17 0.723 0.771 3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 2 13..3 Dna 0.0 , 60.0 
TlITAL 15 
lTEI'I IUIIO 7 ITEl1 STilTS CORRaATICHS 
OPTICH \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.000 0.535 0.673 0.681 3 2.0 11 73.3 
:; 3.0 2 13..3 
TlITAL 15 
lTEI'I IUIIi£R B ITEM STilTS CORRaA TIotIS 
OPTICH \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 53.3 1.533 0.'115 0.692 0.720 
:3 2.0 3 20.0 
:; 3.0 3 20.0 
IlTl£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
lTEI'I !USER , lTEI'I STilTS CORREl.A TIONS 
OPTICH \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1.'167 1.060 0.'17'1 0.'I9B 3 2.0 7 '16.7 
5' 3.0 2 13.3 
DTl£R 0.0 'I 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
lTEI'I 1UIl£l( 10 ITEM STilTS CORREl.ATIotIS 
OPTION \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 'I 26.7 1.'167 1.187 0.837 0.877 3 2.0 :3 20.0 
:; 3.0 'I 26.7 
DTl£R 0.0 4 26.7 
roTAL 15 
lTEI'I IUIlEli. 11 ITEM STilTS CORRaATIOHS 
OPTICH \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 '10.0 1.667 1.113 0.545 0.508 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
:; 3.0 :; 33.3 
an£R 0.0 2 13.3 
roTAL 1!! 
ITEM IUIIEIi. 12 ITEM STATS CORRaATIOH:> 
OPTICH \oCT H P nEIIH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 '10.0 1.333 1.175 0.4olO 0.589 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
:; 3.0 'I 26.7 Dna 0.0 'I 26.7 
roTAL 15 
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ITEM IU"6ER 13 ITEM STATS CORRElATIONS 
CPTIOH \oCT H ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.133 1.060 0.544 0.629 
3 2.0 :; 33.3 
5 3.0 7 46.7 
DTHEI! 0.0 :2 13.3 
TOTAl 15 
ITEM IUIlER 1'1 ITEM STATS CClRREi.A TIONS 
CPTIOH !oCT H P r£AI; S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.067 C.se4 0.640 0.599 3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
TOTAl 15 
ITEM IlnIER 15 lID STATS CtlRREi.A TIONS 
OPTICJot !oCT H P r£Hl S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1.467 1.060 0.709 0.754 3 2.0 7 46.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTHEl! 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAl 15 
L£RTAP 2.0 &.mARY lID STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 AHA!. YSIS [F HPRSSO."1 SURVEY SUBTEST :2 STUOEHT BEHAVIOUR 
ITEl'! HInlER 16 ITEM STATS COR REi.A TlONS 
OPTION UGT H P MEAN 5.0. ST n EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.400 1.056 0.867 0.853 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
DTHEI! 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl 15 
ITEl'! IUEER 17 ITEM STATS CClRREi.A TIONS 
OPTION UGT H ~ S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 7 40.7 1.333 1.047 0.658 0.606 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
:; 3.0 3 20.0 
OnD 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl 15 
ITEl'! IU18ER 18 !ID STATS COIlREi.A TIONS 
OPTION !oCT H r£AI; S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 B 53.3 1.267 0.799 0.316 0.347 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
:; 3.0 1 6.7 
OTHEl! 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl 15 
rID t«.nlER 19 ITEl'! STATS CORREi.A TIONS 
OPTION IJCT H r£AI; S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.333 1.047 0.61B 0.581 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
0Tt£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl 15 
lTEI1 IO'IlER 20 lID STATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTION IJCT H MEAN S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.067 1.223 0.782 0.7114 
3 2.0 :2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTHER 0.0 7 46.7 
TOTAl 1:; 
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WTAP 2.0 SII1'IARY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST HO 1 ANALYSIS OF ~ SU/~ SUBTEST 2 STlJDENT BEHAVlCUl 
lTEn IU'IlER 21 lTEn STATS CORRELATIOHS 
IPTIa.! UGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1. '107 1.2'10 0.5"11 0.53'1 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
Dn£R 0.0 :; 33.3 
roTAL 15 
WTAP 2.0 SLmARY rTEn STATISTICS 
TEST HO 1 ANALYSIS OF 1if'Io!SSO,~ SUlVEY SlSTEST 3 Cl.ASSROOM LAYOUT 
ITEI1 lUIlfj! 1 liEr. STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
IPTIa.! ICT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 10 66.7 l.m 0.834 0.797 0.830 
3 2.0 :2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
roTAL 15 
lTEn 1olJ'!lfj! 2 ITEn STATS CORRELATIOI1S 
IPTIOH \CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.733 0.799 0.710 0.939 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
:; 3.0 :3 20.0 
roTAL 15 
lTEn lUIlER :3 lTEn STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
IPTIOH \CT H P I'IEAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 0.933 0.961 0.335 0.398 
3 2.0 :3 20.0 
:; 3.0 1 6.7 
Dn£R 0.0 .; 40.0 
roTAL 15 
ITEI1 1U13fj! 4 tiEr. STA TS CORRELATIONS 
IPTIa.! \CT ;; P I'EAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 .; «l.0 1.900 0.775 0.829 0.849 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEI1 lUIlER 5 liEr. STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
IPTIOH \CT H P I'EAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.800 0.862 0.646 0.585 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
:; 3.0 4 26.7 
roTAL 15 
WTAP 2.0 StmARY lTEn STATISTICS 
TEST HO 1 ANALYSIS OF HAHSSON SURVEY SlSTEST 3 CLASSROOI1 LAYOUT 
ITEM IolJ'!lER 
" 
ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
IPTIOH UGT H P MEAt! S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.333 1.291 o.au 0.634 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 :; 33.3 
On£R 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEI'1 IU1IlER 7 ITEI'1 STATS CORRELA TlONS 
IJITlON UCT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 'I 20.7 2.067 0.799 0.8'17 0.77-1 
3 2.0 6 '10.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEM IUIlER 8 ITEM STATS CORRELATlOHS 
OPTION UCT H P I'EAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.933 0.59-1 0.:s::l5 0.258 
3 2.0 lO 66.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
WTAP 2.0 SUTlARY 1lU! STATISTICS 
TEST I(J 1 AIW.. Y515 CF HAH5SOH SURI.£Y SUIlieST 4 
• 
llU! IUIlER 1 IlU! STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION UCT H P I'EAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 6 '10.0 1.733 0.7().q 0.856 0.887 
:3 2.0 7 -10.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEM lUlBER 2 1lU! STATS CORREL.ATIONS 
OPTIOH UGT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 :3 20.0 2.067 0.7().q 0.568 O. "133 
:3 2.0 8 53.3 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
IlU! IU'IlER ;0 ITEM STATS CORREL.A TIOHS 
OPTION UGT H P MEAN S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.067 0.884 0.510 0.359 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 0 40.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEI'1IU!1ER 4 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIOH UGT H P MEAN S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 6 '10.0 1.733 0.961 0.814 0.749 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
OTl£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
IlU! IU1lER 5 ITEM STATS CORREL.A TIOHS 
OPTI(); UCT H P I'EAH 5.0. ST n EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 0.807 0.990 0.136 0.439 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
OTl£R 0.0 7 46.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
WTAP 2.0 StmARY 1lU! STATISTICS 
TEST I(J 1 ANAl.. YSlS Of' HANSSOH SURVEY SUSTEST .q 
ITEM IU1BER 6 lTEI'1 STATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTION UGT H P MEAN 5.0. ST n EC 
1 1.0 .q 26.7 2.067 0.799 0.822 0.785 3 2.0 6 '10.0 5 3.0 5 33.3 TOTAl.. 15 
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ITEnIUllER 7 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
IJlTIIJ.I UCT H P t1£AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.067 0.724 0.690 0.612 3 2.0 6 40.0 
:; 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IUlBER B ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
IJlTIOH UCT H I'EAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.067 0.594 0.713 0.563 3 2.0 10 bO.7 
:; 3.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEnIUlBER 9 ITEM STATS CORRELATIOHS 
IJlTIOH UCT H MEAH 5.0. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 0.600 O.B28 0.7~ 0.920 :; 2.0 :; 20.0 
5 3.0 0 0.0 
OTtER 0.0 9 60.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEnIUllER 10 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
IJlTIOH UCT H P nEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.533 0.990 0.782 0.658 :; 2.0 
" 
26.7 
5 3.0 :3 20.0 
OT!£R 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
!DTAP 2.0 SI.n'IAR Y ITEM STATISTICS 
TF;ST rIJ 1 A'lAL.YSIS OF HHiSSON SURVEY sueTEST 4 
ITEM ~ER 11 lTEn STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION UCT H MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.000 0.8"l5 O.8~ 0.733 3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAL 15 
!DTAP 2.0 SU'II'1AR Y ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST t«) 1 A'IAL. YSIS OF HAHSSUH SURVEY SUlTEST 5 PROGRAr".rtING 
t 
ITEnIU1lER ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
IJlTlIJ.I UCT H t1£AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 a 53.3 1.133 1.060 0.738 0.673 
:; 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTtER 0.0 .q :/6.7 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IUIlER 2 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
lPTIIJ.I UCT H /'lEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 
" 
26.7 2.067 0.799 0.380 0.490 
:; 2.0 6 '10.0 
5 3.0 :> 33.3 
TOTAL 15 
l?Q ... , 
ITEn IU'IIER 3 ITEM STATS CORR£I.A TIONS 
OPTION u:r H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 .qQ. 7 1.267 0.961 0.810 0.893 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTID 0.0 3 20.0 
mTAl. 15 
ITEM IU'IIER 4 ITEM STATS tORR£I.A TIONS 
OPTION IIGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.133 1.246 0.'iB2 0.471 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 9 60.0 
OTI£R 0.0 3 20.0 
roTAl. 15 
ITEM NnlER 5 ITEM STATS CORREl.ATIOtIS 
OPTION IIGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.200 0.941 0.713 0.651 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 7 ..... 7 
OTHER 0.0 1 0.7 
TOTAL. 15 
lES'T It:I 1 NW..YSIS CF IW<SSOH SURIiEY suaTEST 5 PROGRAI'I'IIHG 
ITEM IU'IIER 6 ITEI'! STATS CORREl.A TIONS 
OPTION IlGT H P nEAH S.ll. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.600 0.910 0.874 0.827 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 •. 
OTHER 0.0 1 6.7 
roTAL. 15 
ITEM IU'IIER 7 ITEI'! STA TS CORREl.A TIONS 
OPTIOH IIGT H P !lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.467 0.834 0.720 0.613 
3 2.0 7 %.7 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
OTI£R 0.0 2 13.3 
mTAl. 15 
ITEM IU'IIER 8 ITEM STATS alRREl.ATIOHS 
OPTIOH "'T H P MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.533 0.640 0.213 0.208 
:3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 9 60.0 
mTAL. 15 
ITEI'! IU'IIER 9 1TE1'! STATS CORREl.A TIONS 
OPTION u:r H P !lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.867 0.990 0.779 0.836 
3 2.0 'I 26.7 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
OTHER 0.0 1 6.7 
mTAL. 15 
ITEM IUIlER 10 ITEM STATS CORR£l.ATIDtIS 
OPTION IIGT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 .qQ. 7 1.667 1.115 0.736 0.1104 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
OTHER 0.0 2 13.3 
roTAL. 15 
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LfRTttI' 2.0 SLJnI'1ARY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST HO 1 AHALYSIS OF ~'1 SUIlI.£Y SUBTEsT 5 PROGRAmING 
ITEn IUIlER 11 ITEM STATS CORRE!..A TIONS 
OPTION \oCT H MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 S 33.3 1.200 0.941 0.590 0.5't2 
3 2.0 S 33.3 
5 3.0 I 6.7 
OTl£R 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
!TEn Iti1lER 12 !TEll STATS CORRE!..A TIONS 
OPTION ~ H rEM S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.400 1.163 0.576 0.646 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 <1 26.7 
OTHER 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
!TEn IUIlER 13 ITEM STATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTION \oCT H ~ 5.0. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.267 1.100 0.601 0.605 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTl£R 0.0 4 24.7 
TOTAL 15 
!TEn K.r'iBER 14 ITEM STATS CORRaATIONS 
OPTION \oCT H P MEAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.133 0.634 0.679 O.OSS 
:3 2.0 S 53.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
0Tl£R 0.0 1 0.7 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM I01BER 15 ITEM STATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTION \oCT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 53.3 0.533 0.516 0.626 0.541 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 0 0.0 
0Tl£R 0.0 7 46.7 
TOTAL 15 
!TEn tUtiER 16 ITEM STATS CORRE!..A TIOtE 
OPTION UGT H P !'lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1.933 1.033 0.695 0.221 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
OTHER 0.0 2 13.3 
roTAL 15 
ITEM IU1lER 17 ITEM STATS CORRaATIONS 
OPTIOM \oCT H MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.000 1.000 0.782 0.738 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTHER 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IU1!ER 18 ITEM STATS CORRE!..A TIONS 
OPTION UGT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.600 0.737 0.641 0.6~ 
:3 2.0 8 53.3 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
OTl£R 0.0 1 6.7 
roTAL 15 
ITEM IU1!ER 19 ITEM STATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTION UGT H P /lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.133 0.83<1 0.520 0.637 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 6 <10.0 
TOTAL 15 
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APPEND IX SEVEN 
ITEM ANALYSIS FOR RATER THREE 
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L.E1i TAP 2. 0 SUTlARY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST tel 1 ANAL YS'IS OF' ~ SURVEY StJaTEST TEACHER BEHAVIOtJ! 
lYe! 1U'IlEl! ITEM STATS CCRRELA TIOHS 
CPTIc)'! L.Cr H P ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.400 ~.737 0.312 0.297 
:3 2 .. 0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 B 53.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITe! 1U'IlEl! 2 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTIc)'! L.Cr N ~ S.D. Sf TT EC 
1 1.0 '2 13.3 2.067 1.100 0.507 0.640 3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 7 46.7 
0Tl-£J< 0.0 2 13.3 
iDTM!.. 15 
!TEn 1U'IlEl! 3 ITEM STATS CORREl.A TIONS 
CPTIc)'! !oCT H P !'lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 ..... 7 1.800 0.862 0.660 0.709 3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
rYe! 1U'IlEl1 4 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTI()of !oCT H ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.600 1.056 0.743 0.713 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
cma 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTK. 15 
ITe! 1«.nIEl! 5 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTIc)'! !oCT N P ~ S.D. ST TT t::c 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.467 0.834 0.432 0.558 3 2.0 '2 13.3 
:; 3.0 10 66.7 
TOTK. 15 
WTAP 2.0 SUTWlY ITEr. STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 """"'-rsrs OF' HANSSON SURVEY &Je.<.ST T'EAO£R BEi1t';\lIOUR 
ITEM IU'8El1 .. ITEr. STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTI()of L.Cr H ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 1.400 1.121 0.021 0.257 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 :3 20.0 
OTHER 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
rYe! 1U'IlEl! 7 ITEr. STATS CORREl.A TIONS 
CPTIc)'! I.eT H ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 53.3 1.333 0.>'00 0.870 0.834 
:3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 '2 13.3 
OT1£R 0.0 '2 13.3 
TOTK. 15 
lYe! 1f-dlEl1 8 ITEr. STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIc)'! ~. N P I'EAH S.D. Sf TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.067 0.799 0.:357 0.453 
3 2.0 9 60.0 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
cma 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
ITEn 1f-dlEf( I' ITEr. STATS CORREl.A TIOHS 
CPTIc)'! I.eT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.133 0.834 0.459 0.655 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 
" 
40.0 
TOTAL 15 
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Ilal IUS£l/ 10 1la1 STATS CDRRELA TIONS 
CJlTICJ.I !oCT Ii P ~ S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.867 0.834 0.1lS! 0.575 3 2.0 8 53.3 
:> 3.0 3 20 .. 0 Dn£R 0.0 1 6.7 
mTAL 15 
l.£i1T All 2. 0 5UmARY ITEr! STATISTICS 
Tt:ST HJ 1 HtPL YSIS OF HAHSSQI.I SLitVEl' SWiEST TEACHER B~VlCUR 
ITEr! IU'Ilfj( 11 HEn STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
CPTICJ.I !oCT Ii P ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.467 0.743 0.2'i'4 0.302 :3 2.0 4 26.7 5 3.0 9 60.0 TOTAL 15 
ITEr! H.ftlER 12 1la1 STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTICJ.I !oCT Ii P I'EAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 .q 26.7 2.133 0.634 0.621 o.m :3 2.0 5 33.3 
:> 3.0 <- 40.0 TOTAL 15 
u;.xl~ ... \J <>wo,"'" .l.i~ vlrf. ... ~ .1t..rW 
Tt:ST It:) 1 AtW.YSIS OF ~ SURVEY SllliEST 2 STOOEHT BEHAVlOOR 
ITEr! H.ftlER Ilt1I STATS CORR.ELATIONS 
CPTIOH !oCT H P MEAN 5.0. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.067 0.976 0.806 0.813 
3 2.0 :3 20.0 
:> 3.0 .q 26.7 
OTI£R 0.0 1 6.7 
mTAL 15 
Ilal H.ftlER 2 1la1 STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTICJ.I UGT Ii MEAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.333 0.816 0.072 O.lse 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 B 53.3 
TOTAL 15 
Ilt1I ~ER 3 ITEI'! STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTICJ.I IIGT Ii nEAN 5.0. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.133 0.915 0.473 0.606 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 7 46.7 
TOTAL 15 
1la1 IUIlER .q Ilal STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTICJ.I !oCT Ii P MEAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.533 0.743 0.256 O."IOQ 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 10 U.7 
TOTAL 15 
1la1 IUIlER 5 1la1 STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTICJ.I !oCT Ii P !'lEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.133 1.060 0.350 0.-U3 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 e 53.3 
0Tl£R 0.0 1 6.7 
mTA'- 15 
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WTAP 2.0 5LmARY !TEl'I STATISTICS 
TEST t«l 1 AHALYSIS OF IWlSSCltI SUR\IEY SUllTEST 2 STlJOEHT BEHAIIIW! 
!lEn 1UIlEl! 6 !TEl'I ST ATS CORRELATIONS 
(llTIl»l ICT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 0.733 1.100 0.843 0.8'10 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
an£R 0.0 'i' 60.0 
TOTAL 15 
lTE11 1U'IlEl! 7 ITEII STATS CORRELATIONS 
(llTI~ ICT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1. 'i'33 0.5'i'4 0.751 0.785 
3 2.0 . 10 66.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
11lTAl. 15 
!TEl'I 1UIIEl! 8 lTE11 STATS CORRE1.A TIONS 
(llTIlJf ICT H P nEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.667 0.'i'OO 0.734 0.769 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
an£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
!TEl'I IU'IBER 9 1TE11 STATS CORRaATIONS 
(llTI~ ICT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.533 0.990 0.448 0.508 • 
3 2.0 7 46.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
an£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
!lEn IU'IBER 10 !TEl'I STATS CORRELATIONS 
(llTIl»l ICT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 1.333 1.234 O.W 0.909 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 
" 
26.7 
an£R 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
LfRTAP 2.0 5LmARY !TEl'I STATISTICS 
TEST t«l 1 AHALYSIS IF HAHSSON SUR\IEY SUllTEST 2 SiUlEHT BEWoVIW! 
net 1UIlEl! 11 !TEl'I STATS CORRELATIONS 
(llTI~ ICT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.667 1.113 0.489 0.470 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
01l£l< 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEI1 IU'IlER 12 m:n STATS CORRELATIONS 
(llT~ UGT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.333 1.175 0.447 0.571 
3 2.0 1 6.7 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
Im£R 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAL 15 
net 1U'IlEl! 13 ITEI1 STATS CORRELATIONS 
IJ'TI~ ICT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.067 1.033 0.618 0.700 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 .. 40.0 
01l£l< 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
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ITfl1 I«.n:IER 1'1 ITfl1 STATS CORKELA TlONS 
!l'TIIli u:;,- N P IlEiV'I S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.007 0.884 0.636 0.629 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
roTAL 15 
ITEM IUIlER 15 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIIli ~T N I"EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 1.533 1.125 0.634 0.604 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
0Tl£R 0.0 4 26.7 
roTAL 15 
LERTAP 2.0 Sln'IAAY ITEr! STATISTICS 
TEST ICJ 1 AiW..Y5IS CF HHN5SON SU\VEY SUlTEST :2 Sn..ooo BEnWIOU! 
ITEM IUIlER 16 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
!l'TIOH u:;r H MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 '10.0 1.'100 1.056 O.~ O.e5l 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
!m£R 0.0 3 20.0 
roTAL 15 
ITEM IUIlER 17 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
!l'TIIli IIGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 9 60.0 lAS7 O. '115 0.678 0.704 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
!m£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IUIlER 18 ITfl1 STATS CORR ELATIONS 
!l'TlOH IIGT H I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 10 66.7 1.133 0.7'13 0.490 0.5'29 
:3 2.0 2 13 .. 3 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
0ll'Cl< 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IoUlIER 19 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
!l'TIOH IIGT H P MEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 B 53.3 1.333 0.900 0.569 0.510 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
0ll'Cl< 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM H..n3ER 20 lTD! STATS CORRELATIONS 
!l'TIIli IIGT H P I"EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 1.067 1.223 0.796 0.771 
:3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTI-£R 0.0 7 .q6.7 
TOTAL 15 
LERTAP 2.0 SUY'lARY lTD! STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 AiW.. YS1S CF tIAHSSOH SURVEY SUlTEST :2 STIJOEI{1' BEnWlOUR 
lTD! IU18ER 21 lTD! STATS CORRELA TlONS 
!l'TIIli ~T H MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 1.467 1.187 0.004 0.598 
3 2.0 6 40.0 
5 3.0 :3 20.0 
ona 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAL 15 
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L£I1TAP 2.0 StmARY ITEM STATISTICS 
Tt5T HO 1 AlW..YSI5 Of" ~ SURVEY SUlTEST 3 ClASSROOM LAYOUT 
ITEM NftI£R 1 ITEM STATS CORRELA frONS 
OPTIOH \oCT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 10 66.7 1.533 0.83<1 0.800 0.845 3 2.0 2 13.3 5 3.0 3 20.0 TOTAl. 15 
ITEM IU'IlER 2 ITEM STATS COIIRELATIONS 
OPTIOH ~ H MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 'le.7 1.733 0.7'19 0.746 O.~ 3 2.0 5 33.3 5 3.0 3 20.0 TOTAl. 15 
ITEM .usER 3 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIOH \oCT H MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 'l6.7 1.133 0.'190 0.335 0.:353 3 2.0 2 13.3 5 3.0 2 13.3 C1TI£R 0.0 .q 26.7 TOTAl. 15 
ITEM IUIIER .. ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION \oCT H MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 'l6.7 1.733 o.m 0.878 0.SS3 3 2.0 5 33.3 5 3.0 3 20.0 TOTAl. 15 
ITEM IUIIER 5 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION \oCT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 53.3 1.667 0.816 0.680 0.6~ 3 2.0 .q 26.7 
5 3.0 :3 20.0 
1~11'1J !"T"'lft4Lrl!!1! ~ ~ SURVEY SUBTEST 3 CLASSROOM LAYOUT 
ITEM IUIIER IS ITEM STATS CORREI.A TIONS 
OPTIOH IoCT H P MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.333 1.2'11 0.80S 0.638 3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.Q 5 33.3 
C1TI£R 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
ITEM IUIIER 7 ITEM STATS CORREI.A TIONS 
OPTIOH IoCT H P /lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.067 o.m 0.8'IB 0.780 3 2.0 6 .qo.o 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
I'TDI IUiIER 8 I'TDI STATS CORREl.ATIONS 
DllTIOH IoCT H P MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.067 0 • .1158 0.518 0.4152 3 2.0 12 80.0 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl. 15 
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!DT AP :z. 0 51JV'1ARY lTElI STATISTICS 
TEST HI! 1 AHAI.. YSIS OF HHHSSOH SURVEY SlIITEST 4 CLASSROOM EtIVIRClEliT 
I'TEII IUIIER lTEl'! STATS CORREl.ATl0H5 
IlPTIDH IIGT H lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 
" 
40.0 1.733 0.704 0.844 O.B88 
3 2.0 7 46.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
rTDI IUIlER 2 ITEl'I STilTS CORRElAnllHS 
IlPnDH UGT H lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 2.007 0.704 0.575 0.436 
:3 2.0 8 ~.3 
5 3.0 4 20.7 
lDTAI.. 15 
lTEl'! IUIlER 3 ITEl'I STATS CURRELATlDH5 
IlPTIDH UGT H P lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.867 1.060 0.395 0.230 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
cm£R 0.0 1 0.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEl'I IU'BER 4 lTEl'! STATS CCRR£l..An0H5 
IlPTIOH UGT H P lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.800 1.014 0.823 0.823 
:3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
ana 0.0 1 6.7 
.TOTAI.. 15 
rTDIlUIIER 5 lTEl'! STA TS CORRElAn0H5 
IlPTIOH UGT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.000 0.926 0.060 0.435 
3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 1 0.7 
Dn£R 0.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
LElTAP 2.0 SlJ1'1ARY I'TEII STATISTICS 
TEST HI! 1 AHAI.. YSIS OF HAHSSOH SUlIIEY SUBTEST 4 CLASSROOM EtlVIRClEliT 
ITEn IUIlER 6 ITEl'I STATS CORP.ELATI0H5 
IlPTIDH UGT H P !lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 
" 
26.7 2.007 0.79'1 O.SOl 0.778 
3 2.0 
" 
40.0 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAl. 15 
rTDIlUIlER 7 lTElI STATS CORRElAn0H5 
IlPTIIIH III."T H P lEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.800 0.676 0.686 0.614 
3 2.0 8 53.3 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl.. 15 
ITEl'I IUIIER 8 ITEn STATS CORRElATIIlHS 
IlPTIIIH IIGT N P nEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.067 0.594 0.681 0.554 
3 2.0 10 60.7 
:s 3.0 3 20.0 
TOTAl.. 15 
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ITEM IU1lER 9 ITEM STATS CORRELATIOHS 
CJlTIOH Il:T H P l'1£AH S.~. ST n EC 
1 1.0 3 20.0 0.600 0.828 0.677 0.1151 3 2.0 3 20.0 
5 3.0 0 0.0 
OTI£R 0.0 9 60.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IU1lER 10 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION Il:T H P MEAN S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 6 40.0 1.533 0.9'7'0 0.796 0.616 3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
On£R 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
LDTAP 2.0 StrVWiY ITEM STATISTICS 
'!EST Ii) 1 ANALYSIS OF ~ SURVEY SUBTEST 'l CLASSRCICJ'I EtNIRIl'DfT 
ITEM IU1lER U 1TEI'! STATS COIiREl.A TIONS 
CJlTIOH Il:T H P MEAN S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.000 0.a.l5 0.879 0.7'13 3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOTAL 15 
~iI<i' ".~ sumARY ITEM STATISTICS 
'!EST Ii) 1 ANALYSIS OF fW.IS5O.~ SURVEY 5UBTEST 5 PROCRAITIING 
ITEM IU1lER ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CJlTIOH IoIGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 9 60.0 1.200 1.01'l o.m 0.676 3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
OTHER 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IO"IlER 2 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CJlTIOH IoIGT H P MEAN S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 4 26.7 2.133 0.834 0.525 0.556 3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 6 -<0.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITElI !U13ER 3 HEll STATS CORREl.A TIONS 
CJlTIOH Il:T H P rEAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.333 0.S16 0.630 0.761 
3 2.0 5 33.3 
5 3.0 1 6.7 
OTHER 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IU1lER 4 ITEI'! STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION UGT H I'1EAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 1 6.7 2.133 1.240 0.444 0.460 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 9 60.0 
On£R 0.0 3 20.0 
TOTAL 15 
ITEM IU'EER 5 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CJlTIOH IoIGT H P !'lEAH 5.0. sr n EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.133 0.915 0.707 0.673 
3 2.0 6 «l.0 
5 3.0 6 -<0.0 
OTI-£R 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAL 15 
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LERTAP 2.0 SUMMARY lIEn STATISTICS 
Tt5T HI) 1 ANAL. YSIS U'" HAIiS5Q.~ SURVEY SUSTEST 5 PROCR?lII'IING 
llUI IU1BER 
" 
lIEn STATS COIiRE.LA TIONS 
OPTION UGT H P I'EAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 40.7 1.400 0.910 0.842 0.827 
3 2.0 'I 26.7 
5 3.0 3 20.0 Dna 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl... 15 
IlU1 IU1BER 7 lIEn STATS CORRE.LA TIOHS 
OPTION I.CT H P I'EAH 5.0. ST n EC 
1 1.0 .oJ 26.7 1.400 0.910 0.690 0.627 
3 2.0 . 7 46.7 
5 3.0 2 13.3 
OTI£R 0.0 2 13.3 
TOiAL. 15 
llUI IU1I3ER 8 IlUI STATS CORRE!.ATIOHS 
OPTION I.CT Ii P rEAM 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.407 0.743 0.279 0.311 
3 2.0 4 26.7 
5 3.0 9 60.0 
TOTAl... 15 
lIEn IU1BER 9 llUl STATS COIiRE!.A TIOHS 
OPTION I.CT H P I'EAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 53.3 1.600 0.941 0.736 0.8'3 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 5 33.3 
TOiAl... 15 
llUl IUIIlER 10 llUl STATS CORRE!.A TIOHS 
OPTION I.CT Ii I'EAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 40.7 1.667 1.175 0.7'10 0.833 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 6 40.0 
ana 0.0 2 13.3 
TOTAl... 15 
TEST IfJ 1 ANAL. YSI5 fF ~ SURVEY SUBTEST :; PROGRI'n'!ING 
ITEM /U1IER 11 IlUI STATS CORRE!.ATIOHS 
OPTION UGT H I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 :; 33.3 1.200 0.941 0.550 0.528 
:3 2.0 5 33.3 
:; 3.0 1 6.7 
ana 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
IlU1 IUilER 12 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION UGT H P !'lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 1.400 1.183 0.582 0.040 
3 2.0 2 13.3 
5 3.0 4 26.7 
ano 0.0 
" 
26.7 
TOTAl... 15 
lIEn IU1BER 13 ITEM STATS COI!RELATIOHS 
OPTIOH I.CT H P I'EAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 53.3 1.133 1.060 0.697 0.690 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 3 20.0 
ana 0.0 4 26.7 
TOTAl... 15 
IlU1 IU1BER 1'1 ITEM STATS CORRE!.A TIONS 
OPTION UGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 2 13.3 2.000 0.8'3 0.669 0.666 
3 2.0 B 53.3 
5 3.0 4 26.7 Dno 0.0 1 6.7 
TOTAl.. 15 
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ITEM Ni.J'16ER 15 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTICH :..cT, H p ~ S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 40.7 0.407 0.516 0.612 0.591 3 2.0 0 0.0 5 3.0 0 0.0 OTI-£j( 0.0 8 53.3 TOT ..... 15 
!.ERTAI! 2.0 SU'1"ARY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST I«l 1 /lftlL YSIS OF HAHSSOIi SURVEY SUSTEST 5 PROGRI'l'nING 
ITEI'! IU'tiER 16 1TEI'! STATS CORRELA TIONS 
CPTICH IoCT Ii P /'EFW; S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 :3 20.0 1.867 1.060 O.7'l7 0.840 3 2.0 5 33.3 5 3.0 5 33.3 OTI-£j( 0.0 2 13.3 TOT ..... 15 
ITEI'I IU'tiER 17 1TE1'! STATS CORRELATIIlI'IS 
CPTICH IoCT Ii l'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.067 1.100 0.539 0.792 3 2.0 0 0.0 5 3.0 :3 20.0 OTrER 0.0 5 33.3 TOT ..... 15 
XTEl'! Hl.n3ER 18 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
CPTI()oI IoCT Ii P !'lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 46.7 1.407 0.743 0.617 0.691 3 2.0 .. 010.0 5 3.0 1 6.7 OTrER 0.0 1 6.7 TOT ..... 15 
1TE1'! NUnSER 19 XTEl'! STArs CORRELA TIONS 
OPTION IoCT Ii P l'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 5 33.3 2.067 0.884 0.570 0.660 3 2.0 .q 26.7 5 3.0 6 <lO.O j TOT ..... 15 
~ 
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APPENDIX EIGHT 
ITEM ANALYSIS FOR COMBINED RATERS 
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WTAP 2.0 SLmARY ITEl'! STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 ANALYSIS OF Hiv6SD:i SURVEY SUSTEST 1 TEACHER BEHAIIIOtJI 
ITEM tulSER I'ID1 STATS CORRElA TlONS 
OPTIDN UCT II P I'EAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 
" 
13.:1 2-422 0.723 0.284 0.271 
3 2.0 14 31.1 
5 3.0 Z5 55.6 
TOTI'L 45 
ITEr! tulSER 2 I'ID1 STATS CORRElATIONS 
(XlTI~ \oCT II MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 
" 
13.3 2-133 1.036 O.5'"J 0.62"1 
3 2.0 12 26.7 
:,- 3.0 Z1 48.9 
cm£R 0.0 5 11.1 
TOTI'L 45 
11'EI1 tulSER :I ITEM sTATs COR RElATIONS 
OPTIIlN \oCT II I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 21 46.7 I.S 0.860 0.676 0.679 
3 2.0 11 24.4 
5 3.0 13 28.9 
TOTI'L 45 
rID tulSER "'I 1TEI'! STATS COKRElA TIONS 
(XlTIIlN \oCT H P I'EAH S.D. sT n EC 
1 1.0 10 22.2 1.800 1.014 0.6OJl 0.590 
3 2.0 16 35.6 
S" 3.0 13 28.9 
OTI£R 0.0 
" 
13.3 
1OTI'L 45 
I'ID1 IU1SER 5 I'ID1 STATS CORRElATIONS 
(XlTIDN \oCT H P lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 8 17.8 2.489 0.787 0.442 0.533 
3 2.0 7 15.6 
5 3.0 :30 00.7 
TOT .... 45 
WTAP 2.0 SU1'1AR '( ITEr! STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 ANAL'lSIS OF HAI:6SON SURVEY SUSTEST TEA:HER SEHAIIIOtJI 
ITEn IoU1BER 6 11'EI1 STATS COR REI..A TIONS 
OPTI~ UCT Ii rEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 10 22.2 1.356 1.069 -0.074 0.202 
3 2.0 15 33.3 
5 3.0 7 15' .. 6 
Oll£R 0.0 13 :Z8.~ 
TOT<1L 45 
!TEn IU1SER 7 lTEl'l ST ATS CORRElATIONS 
OPTION UCT II P ~ S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 24 53.3 1.:333 O.B79 0.855 0.832 
3 2.0 9 20.0 
5 3.0 6 13.3 
Oll£R 0.0 6 13.3 
TOT<1L 45 
XTEl'! IoU1BER B lTEl'l STATS CORRElATIONS 
(XlTI~ I.eT H' P /'lEAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 3 6.7 2.200 0.061 0.469 0.581 
:I 2.0 27 60.0 
5 3.0 14 :31.1 
OTtO 0.0 1 2.2 
TIlT<1L .q:; 
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rTt:l1 Nl.n>£A lID STATS CURRELA TIONS 
£¥>TICH \oCT H P rEAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 13 28.9 2.200 0.669 0.531 0.641 3 2.0 10 22.2 
5 3.0 22 ol8.9 TOTAL 'l5 
1'IEl1 rutlER 10 lID STATS CORRELATIONS 
(JllTICH IJGT H P rEAH S.D. ST n EC 
1 1.0 10 22.2 1.867 0.842 0.515 0.609 3 2.0 22 4S.9 
5 3.0 10 22.2 OTI£R 0.0 3 6.7 
TOTAL 45 
!...ERTAP 2.0 SU'lMRl' Ire'! STATISTICS 
TEST III 1 ANAl. 15IS OF HAHSSOH SURVEY 5U8TEST 1 TEACHER BEHAV1Wl 
1'IEl1 tu1lER 11 ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOMS 
G>TICH I/CT H P rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 
" 
13.3 2.511 0.727 0.:3S8 O. '126 
3 2.0 10 22.2 
5 3.0 29 64.4 
TOTAL 45 
1'1El1 tu1lER 12 ITEM STATS CORRELA TIM 
OPTIOri I/CT H P rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 9 20.0 2.200 O.7'S7 0.643 0.621 
3 2.0 18 40.0 
5 3.0 18 40.0 
TOTAl. 45 
WTAP 2.0 StlT'f'.Ry ITEl'! STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 ANAl. YSIS OF HAHSSON 5U'1VEY stJSTEST 2 S1WElIT BE;HAVla.R 
ITEM tu1lER l. ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
OPTICH \IGT Ii MEAN S.D. 5T IT 
1 1.0 19 42.2 
:3 2.0 9 20.0 
0.'i'96 0.760 0.791 
5 3.0 13 28.9 
On£R 0.0 4 S.9 
TOTAL 45 
ITEM IU1lER 2 ITEM STATS CORRELA TICHS 
OPTICH \oCT H rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 9 20.0 
3 2.0 12 26.7 
2.333 0.798 0.142 0.263 
5 3.0 24 53.3 
TOTAL. 4:i 
ITEM ttnlER 3 ITEM STATS CORRELATIOHS 
OPTION UCT H rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 14 31.1 
:3 2.0 11 24.4 
2.133 0.669 0.434 0.544 
5 3.0 20 4'1.4 
TOTAL 45 
ITEM lU1BER 4 ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOMS 
OPTICJoI \IGT H P rEAH S.D. S! IT EC 
1 1.0 5 11.1 
3 2.0 11 17.S 
2.000 0.688 0.194 0.342 
5 3.0 32 71.1 
TOTAL. 45 
lTEl'! HnlER 5 
OPTION !oCT II P 
1 1.0 14 31.1 
3 2.0 6 13.3 
5 3.0 22 48.9 
OTI£R 0.0 3 6.7 
TOTAL .q:; 
!.ERTAI' 2.0 
n:sr NO 1 ~YSIS OF IW6S0,'-I SURVEY 
ITEM IUtiER ., 
CPTION \CT H 
1 1.0 10 22.2 
3 2.0 3 6.7 
5 3.0 6 13.3 
OTl£R 0.0 26 57.8 
TOTAL .q:; 
ITEM IU1!ER 7 
OPTION \CT H P 
1 1.0 6 13.3 
3 2.0 32 71.1 
5 3.0 7 15.6 
TOTAL .q:; 
ITEM ~lIMBER 8 
OPTION \CT H P 
1 1.0 22 48.S' 
3 2.0 11 24.4 
5 3.0 9 20.0 
0Tl£R 0.0 3 0.7 
TOTAL .q:; 
:rnl1 /'O'IIER S' 
OPTION UGT H P 
1 1.0 7 15.6 
3 2.0 21 46.7 
5 3.0 7 15.6 
OTf£R 0.0 10 22 • .2 
TOTAL 45 
ITEM IUlBER 10 
OPTION IoCT II P 
1 1.0 13 28.9 
3 2.0 7 1:5.6 
5 3.0 12 26.7 
On£R 0.0 13 28.9 
TOTAL .q:; 
l.ERTAI' 2.0 
n:sr NO 1 ANAL rSlS OF HAI'ISSOH SURVEY 
ITEr! IUIlER 11 
OPTIOH \CT II P 
1 1.0 16 35.6 
:3 2.0 7 15.6 
:5 3.0 16 35.6 
OTI£R 0.0 6 1:1.3 
TOTAL .q:; 
-
lTEl'! STATS 
I'EAN S.D. 
1.043 
ST 
0.364 
SU'lI'lARY ITEr! STATISTICS 
SUITEST 2 
ITEr! STATS 
I'EAN S.D. ST 
0.756 1.069 0.802 
ITEM STATS 
tEAH S.D. ST 
2.022 0.S43 0.069 
ITEM STATS 
MEAN S.D. ST 
1.578 0.892 0 • .554 
ITEM STATS 
I'EAH S.D. ST 
1.556 1.013 0.468 
lmt STATS 
MEAN S.D. ST 
1.400 1.176 0.630 
SLmARY I'IDI STATISTICS 
CCRREl.A TIONS 
TT 
0.387 
Sn.'OENT BEHAVIW! 
CORREl.A TIONS 
TT 
0.813 
CORRaATIONS 
TT 
0.067 
CORRaATIONS 
TT 
0.710 
CORRaA TIONS 
TT 
0.524 
CCRREl.A TIONS 
IT 
0.890 
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EC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
SU8TEST 2 STUDENT BEHAVIOUR 
ITD'l STATS 
I'EAN 
1.733 
S.D. 
l.m 
ST 
0 • .q]'1 
CORRElATIONS 
TT 
0.426 
EC 
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rn:n tu'flER 12 ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOt<S 
OPTIOH I.CT N P I'IEAN 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 17 37.8 1.267 1.176 0.468 0.612 
3 2 .. 0 2 4.4 
5 3.0 12 26.7 
01'I£R 0.0 1.q 31.1 
TOTAL. "15 
ITEM IUIlER 13 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIOH IoCT N P I'IEAN 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 .q 8.9 2.089 1.o.ql 0.573 0.656 
3 2.0 15 33.3 
5 3.0 20 4"1.4 
01'I£R 0.0 
" 
13.3 
TOTAL. 45 
rn:n IUIlER 1.q ITEM STATS COR RELATIONS 
OPTIGN UGT H P MEAN S.D. Si TT EC 
1 1.0 15 33.3 2. o.q.q 0.852 0.0<)5 0.593 
3 2.0 13 28.9 
5 :l.0 17 37.8 
TOTAL. "15 
ITEM IUIlER 15 ITEM STATS CORRELA TIQt.(5 
OPTIOH I.CT H I'EAN 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 7 15.6 1.467 1.057 0.675 0.728 
3 2.0 19 42.2 
5 3.0 7 15.6 
01'I£R 0.0 12 26.7 
TOTAL. 45 
LUTIf'! 2.0 Sl.n'IAI! Y ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST NO 1 AHALY5IS OF tw-6SOH SU!~ SUlTEST 2 STWEHT SUi'WICl.A! 
ITEM IUIlER 16 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTI()( IoCT H I'IEAN 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 18 40.0 1.378 1.072 0.82.q 0.81S 
3 2.0 7 15.0 
5 :l.0 10 22.:2 
OTHER 0.0 10 22.2 
TOTAL. 45 
ITEM IU13ER 17 lID 5TATS CORREl.A TICkS 
OPTIOH I.CT H P I'EAN 5.0. 5T TT EC 
1 1.0 25 ~.6 1.378 C.SSO 0.617 0.03<1 
3 2.0 8 17.8 
5 3.0 7 15.6 
0Tl£R 0.0 5 11.1 
TOTAL. 45 
IID IUIlER 1S ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
OPTIOH IoCT H I'EAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 27 60.0 1.267 0.780 0.422 0.<t35 
3 2.0 9 20.0 
5 :l.0 
" 
B.9 
on£R 0.0 5 11.1 
1OT"'- 45 
lID H.I1ilER 19 ITEM STATS CORRELA TIOHS 
OPTIOH I.CT H MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 23 51.1 1.289 0.944 0.6o.q 0.556 
3 2.0 7 15.6 
5 3.0 7 15.6 
OTf£ll 0.0 11 17.8 
TOTAl.. 45 
ITEM IUIlER 20 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIOH UGT H I'IEAN S.O. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 9 20.0 1.067 1.195 0.789 0.785 
3 2.0 <I 13.3 
5 3.0 9 20.0 
(ffi£J! 0.0 21 46.7 
TOTAL 4'i 
L.EJlTAP 2.0 
TEST Hl 1 ANALYSIS OF HAHSSON SURVEY 
ITEMIUSER 21 
(PTID:< IlCT H 
1 1.0 :; 11.1 
3 2.0 15 33.3 
:; 3.0 11 24.4 
OTI£R 0.0 14 31.1 
TOTAl. '15 
wrAP 2.0 
TEST Hl 1 ANALYSIS CF ~ SlJj/VEY 
ITEM 1U1lEl! 1 
(PTIOri I.ICT H P 
t 1.0 :29 04.4 
3 2.0 [; 13.3 
5 3.0 9 20.0 
tmER 0.0 1 2.2 
TOTAl.. '15 
ITEM 1U1lEl! 2 
(PTICH I.ICT H 
1 1.0 20 44.4 
3 2.0 15 33.3 
5 3.0 9 20.0 
tmER 0.0 1 2.2 
TOTAl. '15 
ITa! 1U1BEl! :; 
(PTICH UGT H P 
1 1.0 18 40.0 
:; 2.0 8 17.8 
:; 3.0 
'" 
8.9 
OTI£R 0.0 15 33.3 
TOTAl. '15 
ITEM 1tJ1lEl! 4 
OPTION I.ICT H 
1 1.0 19 '<2.2 
3 2.0 16 35.6 
5 3.0 10 22.2 
TOTAL '15 
ITEM H.J'I8El! 5 
OPTION UGT H P 
1 1.0 24 53.3 
3 2.0 11 24."1 
5 3.0 10 22.2 
TOTAL .<15 
WTAP 2.0 
TEST Hl 1 ANAl.. YSIS OF HANSSON SURVEY 
ITEM 1U1lEl! 6 
(PTICH IlCT H P 
1 1.0 15 33.3 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 15 33.3 
tmER 0.0 15 33.3 
TOTAl. .<15 
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st.mAll Y ITEM STATISTICS 
SUlTEST 2 STUDENT BEliHVIOLIl 
ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.511 1.180 0.5'0 0.533 
StM'V'IARY ITEM STATISTICS 
SUlit.ST 3 CLASSROOM LAYOUT 
ITEM STATS CDRRELA TIONS 
MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.511 0.843 0.798 0.848 
ITEM STATS CDRRELA TIONS 
nEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.711 0.815 0.729 0.9:29 
ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.022 0.941 O.US 0.382 
ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.800 0.786 0.829 0.822 
ITEn STATS CORRELATIONS 
nEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1.689 0.221 0.083 0.6e.O 
SUlYlAAY ITEM STATISTICS 
SUBTEST:; CLASSROOM LAYOUT 
ITEM STATS 
MEAll S.D. 
1.333 1.261 
ST 
0.809 
CORRELATIONS 
TT 
0.637 
EC 
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ITEl'I IiJrIB ER 7 ITEr! STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTIC»1 \.ICT H P r£AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 12 26.7 2.067 3 2.0 18 40.0 0.780 O. B'l3 0.770 5 3.0 IS :33.3 TOTAl .qs 
ITEl'I IUNlER 8 ITEr! ST,;TS CQAAELA TIONS 
OPTION LeT H P r.EAN S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 8 17.8 1.978 0.583 3 2.0 :;0 U.7 0.564 O.:n'O 5 3.0 7 15.6 TOTAl .qs 
lDTAI' 2.0 SU'lMARY ITEl'! 51 .. TI5TICS 
TEST 10 1 AHAL.'!'SIS Cf ~ &JRIJEY SUB TEST .01 Cl..ASSROOM ENVIRoreIT 
d 
ITEl1 IUIlER 1 lTEl'I ST It TS OA<RELA TIOO 
IJ'TION I.CT H P rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 17 37.8 1.711 0.7'27 0.815 0.857 
3 2.0 21 46.7 
5 3.0 6 13.3 
0TliER 0.0 1 2.2 
TOTAl .qs 
ITEl'I tulBER :2 ITEl'I STATS CORRELA TIOI<5 
OPTIOH LeT H P rEAH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 9 20.0 2.067 0.1>88 O.5¢.o1 0.424 
3 2.0 24 53.3 
5 3.0 12 26.7 
TOTAl .qs 
liEn IiU!'l3ER :3 ITEl'I ST A 15 CORR ELA TIOIE 
OPTION I.CT It P MEAN S.D. 5T IT EC 
1 1.0 17 37.8 1.978 0.941 O.~ 0.248 
3 2.0 9 20.0 
5 3.0 18 0<0.0 
ana 0.0 1 2.2 
TOTAL. .qs 
ITEl1 IiJrlBER 4 ITEl'I 51'" TS CORREl..A TIONS 
OPTION LeT It P r£AH S.D. ST IT EC 
1 1.0 20 44.4 I.U7 0.929 0.7'27 0.7U 
3 2.0 11 24.4 
5 3.0 11 2.01 • .01 
OTHER 0.0 3 6.7 
TOT ..... .ol5 
ITEr! !UilER 5 ITEl'I 51 A TS CORREl..A TIOO 
OPTION WGT H P rEAH S.D. 51 IT EC 
1 1.0 15 33.3 0.933 0.939 0.103 0.416 
3 2.0 9 20.0 
5 3.0 3 6.7 
ona 0.0 18 40.0 
TOTH!.. .qs 
lDTAI' 2.0 SU'lMRY lTEl'I STATISTICS 
TEST 10 1 AHAI. '!'SIS Of' HAHSSIJIi SURIJEY SUBTtST 4 CLASSROOM ENVIROI1ENT 
ITD'! Id1SER 6 lTEl'I STATS CORREl..A TIOHS 
IJ'TlOH I.CT It P MEAN S.D. 5T IT EC 
1 1.0 12 26.7 2.067 0.780 O.77S 0.767 
3 2.0 18 40.0 
5 3.0 15 33.3 
TOTAL. .ol5 
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llU1 tUlBER 7 HEn STArs CORREl.A TIONS 
Il'TION IlCT .N P /'EAH S.D. ST IT Et 
1 1.0 17 37.8 1.756 0.679 0.695 0.604 
3 2.0 22 48.9 
5" 3.0 /, 13.3 
TOTAL 45" 
ITEl'I lUll ER 8 lTEl'! STATS CORREl..ATI~ 
!PTlON UGT N P MEAN S.D. ST IT Et 
1 1.0 7 15.6 2.044 0.601 0.693 0.548 
3 2.0 29 64.4 
S 3.0 9 20.0 
iUTAL 45" 
IlU1 ttJMI!ER 9 llU1 STATS CORREl.ATIrN-IS 
CPTlOH I.C1 Ii P lEAH S.D. ST IT Et 
1 1.0 10 22.2 0.600 0.837 0.677 0.809 
3 2.0 7 15.6 
5 3.0 1 2.2 
Dna 0.0 27 60.0 
TOiAL 45" 
Im'lIUllER 10 ITEl'! STA TS CDRREl.A TIrN-IS 
!PTlOH UCT N P /'EAH S.D. ST IT Et 
1 1.0 19 "12.2 1. "i67 0.991 0.787 0.646 
:3 2.0 10 22.2 
5 3.0 9 2Q.0 
ana 0.0 7 15.6 
TOTAL '15 
WTAP 2.0 SLmARY lTEII STATISTICS 
'TEST Kl 1 AHA!..YSIS OF HANSSON SURVEY SUSTEST 4 tLASSROCI'I El.vIROtEliT 
IlU1 tU"lBER 11 XTEl'! STA TS CORREl.A TIrN-IS 
!PTIOH WGT N P /'EAH S.D. ST n- Et 
1 1.0 16 35.6 1.978 0.839 0.832 0.728 
:3 2.0 14 31.1 
5 3.0 IS 33.3 
TOTAL 45 
~l'" ".\01 <>U!1floi/( r lit.fl. ':;'1t1U.;;.U""::" 
TEST Kl 1 AHA!.. YSIS OF HAI'!SSOM SURVEY SUSTEST :; PR CiCRAITIl~ 
ITEl'I IUlSER 1 1TEl'1 STATS CORREl.ATl~ 
CPTIOH UGT N rEAM S.D. S! n- Et 
1 1.0 26 57.8 1.156 0.976 0.728 0.681 
:; 2.0 1 2.2 
:; 3.0 8 17.8 
OTHE. 0.0 10 22.2 
iUTAL 45" 
HEll IUlBER 2 lTEl'! STATS CORREl..A TIONS 
Il'TIOH I.C1 N P lEAH S.D. ST n- Ee 
1 1.0 12 26.7 2.089 0.793 0.430 0.493 
3 2.0 17 37.8 
5 3.0 16 35.6 
TOTAL 45" 
XTEl'! IUlBfR :3 lTEl'! STATS CORREl.A TIrN-IS 
IlPTIOH UCT N /'EAH S.D. ST n- Ee 
1 1.0 19 42.2 1.333 O.90S 0.737 0.1l'G 
3 2.0 13 28.9 
:; 3.0 :5 11.1 
OTI£R 0.0 8 17.8 
roTAL 45" 
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ITEM IUIlEi 'l ITEM 51ATS 
CORREl..ATIOMS 
UJTIOM UGT H P I'IEAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 6.7 2.133 1.217 0.469 0.468 
3 2.0 6 13.3 
5 3.0 Zl 60.0 
0Tl£ll 0.0 9 20.0 
TOTA!.. 45 
ITEM IU'ilEil 5 1TEl1 STATS 
COR RaATIOMS 
OPTIUH UGT H I1EAH 5.0. 51 TT EC 
1 1.0 6 13.3 2.156 0.903 0.710 0.667 
3 2.0 17 37.S 
5 3.0 19 42.2 
0Tl£R 0.0 3 6.7 
TOTA!.. 45 
!.DTAP 2.0 &.mARy ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST I«J 1 WK. '!'SIS OF HhHSSON SURVEY 5USTE51 :5 PROGllFnllNG 
ITEM .IUIlEi .. ITEM STATS CORRaATIOMS 
(]ITICH I.lCT H P MEAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 20 44.'l 1.578' 0.917 0.837 0.814 
3 2.0 12 26.7 
5 3.0 9 2O.a 
on£R 0.0 4 S.9 
TOTA!.. 45 
ITEM IU1lEll 7 1TEI'! STATS CORREl.A TIONS 
, 
CPTIOH IIGT H P I1EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 12 26.7 1.489 0.920 0.734 0.050 
3 2.0 20 44.4 
5' 3.0 S 11.1 
0Tl€R 0.0 8 17.B 
TOTA!.. 45 
lTEI'1 IU'5ER S ITEM STATS CQRRaATIOHS 
(]ITIOH UGT H P I'IEAH 5.0. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 4 8.9 2.533 0.661 O.Zl(, 0.223 
3 2.0 13 2$.9 
5 3.0 2B 02.2 
TOTAl.. 45 
ITEM IUliEil 9 1TEI'! STATS CQRREl.A nOMS 
(]ITICH \oCT H MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 17 37.8 1.889 O.ass 0.736 0.821 
3 2.0 13 2$.9 
5 3.0 14 31.1 
OTHER 0.0 1 2.2 
TOTA!.. 45 
ITEM I'U'BEil 10 1TE1'! STATS CORREl.ATIClNS 
CPTIOH UGT H !'lEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 19 42.2 1.022 1.193 0.725 0.810 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 18 40.0 
0Tl£R 0.0 B 17.8 
TOTAl.. 45 
LERTAP 2.0 SlI'VWIY ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST I«J 1 WK. '!'SIS OF" HAHSSON SURVEY SUBTEST :5 PROGRAMI'l1HG 
ITEM IUIlER 11 ITEr! STATS CORREl..ATlOHS 
CPTlOH UGT H MEAN S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 1'1 31.1 1.200 0.968 0.021 0.597 
3 2.0 14 31.1 
S 3.0 4 B.9 
0Tl£R 0.0 13 28.9 
TOTAl... 45 
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I1'DI tUlSER 12 ITEn STATS CORRELATIONS 
OPTION UGT H P rEAH S.D. ST TT EI: 
1 1.0 15 33.3 1.400 1.150 0.500 0.6'l8 
3 2.0 6 13.3 
5 3.0 12 20.7 
Dn£i! 0.0 12 2<1.7 
TOTAl.. 45 
I1'DI IUIlER 13 I1'DI STATS CORRaA TIM 
IJITIOH UGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EI: 
1 1.0 20 4'1.4 1.178 1.0n 0.700 0.710 
3 2.0 3 6.7 
5 3.0 9 20.0 
on-a 0.0 13 2B.9 
TOTAl.. 45 
ITDlIU1BER 14 ITEM STATS CORRaATIONS 
OPTICII UGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 3 6.7 2.067 0.780 0.679 0.049 
3 2.0 27 60.0 
5 3.0 12 26.7 
01llER 0.0 3 6.7 
TOTAl.. .qs 
ITDIIU1BER 15 ITEM STATS CORRaA TIOHS 
OITION UGT H P I'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 22 48.9 0.489 0.:06 0.611 0.559 
3 2.0 0 0.0 
5 3.0 0 0.0 
Dn£i! 0.0 23 51.1 
TOTAl.. 45 
LDTAP 2.0 Sl.MAi!y ITEM STATISTICS 
TEST HO 1 NW.YSIS CF HAHSSOH 5U!VEr SUBTEST S PROGRAMlloG 
I1'DI IU1BER 16 ITEM STATS CORRaATIOHS 
IJITIDH !oCT H P MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 
" 
13.3 1 •• 1.049 0.701 0.811 
:3 2.0 17 37.B 
5 3.0 15 33.3 
on£R 0.0 7 15.6 
TOTAl.. 45 
ITEl'l N.J18ER 17 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
flITICli !oCT H P MEAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 21 46.7 1.089 1.0<11 0.73'l 0.707 
:3 2.0 2 4.4 
5 3.0 a 17.8 Dna 0.0 1~ 31.1 
TOTAl.. .qs 
I1'DI IU1BER 1B ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
flITICli !oCT H P l'EAH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 17 37.8 1.550 0.725 0.572 0.630 
:3 2.0 22 '18.9 
5 3.0 :3 6.7 Dna 0.0 3 6.7 
TOTAl.. .qs 
I1'DI IU1BER 19 ITEM STATS CORRELATIONS 
flinCH UGT H P I£AH S.D. ST TT EC 
1 1.0 12 26.7 2.:.56 0.824 0.503 0.597 
3 2.0 14 31.1 
5 3.0 19 42.2 
